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What do ~lt call vourself?

In this age of labels, a man is often pressed jor an answer to the question as to what he

calls himself. For ourselves, we can answer no more exactly than we did in our first issue.

The Freeman will he at once radical, liberal, conservative, and reactionary. It will be
radical because it will go to the root of questions. It will he liberal because it will
stand for the maximum of individual liherty, for tolerance of all honest diversity of
opinion., and for faith in the efficacy of solving our internal problems by discussion
and reason rather than suppression and force. It will he conservative because it believes
in conserving the ~reat constructive achievements of the past. And it will he reactiona.ry
if that nleans reacting against ignorant and reckless efforts to destroy precisely what is
most precious in our great economic., political, and cultural heritage in the name of
alleged "progress.'"

That was our "label" on October 2, 1950. It remains so today.
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In Forthcoming Issues
A critique by the well-known economist, Wil
helm Roepke, of the coal and steel agreement
between West Germany and France, and how
it is related to the larger problem of European
integration, has just reached us from Geneva
and will appear in an early issue. Peter Schmid,
former correspondent for the Zurich weekly,
Die Weltwoche, has sent us a "Letter from
Chile" in which he describes the influence of
the important wOlnan's movement on the po
litical life of the country, with intimate side
lights on its leader, Maria de la Cruz. And
from Mexico has come the first in a series of
articles on Peron and Peronism by Eudocio Ra
vines, author of The Yenan Way.
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SwiftIan DIagnosis
Peter Kavanagh's diagnosis of "The American Disease"
in the March 9 issue of the Freeman is excellent.
Readers are anticipating more from his Swiftian pen.
Washington, D. C. LOIS E. A. BYRNS

Battle on the Home Front
Thank you for the data given in your editorial, "Italy's
Taxes and Ours" [issue of March 9]. To me they
mean: Italy is favoring capitalism by favoring private
capital, with the result that Italy will eventually be
collecting MORE taxes. The United States is killing
capitalism by drying up the sources of private capital,
with the result that the United States will eventually
be collecting LESS taxes.

So: our battle is on the home front, to make our
economy more capitalistic. (With a gentle warning to
Italy, et al., that, because we have been killing the
goose that lays golden eggs, there may be no more
eggs.) Or have I incorrectly learned after faithful,
lpng study of Henry Hazlitt·?
Denver, Colo. LAWRENCE T.BROWN

Straddling the Fence?
Your editorial about the revived plan to elevate the
F.S.A. to cabinet rank is a bit weak in proclaiming
moral principles. You wonder about the predicaments
of the Departments of Agriculture and Labor to arrive
at the conclusion that what is needed is recognition of
the extent to which public policy has fallen into private
hands, despite the sage words of von Mises on that
subject. To put it mildly, you have either missed the
boat, or you are straddling a fence. Why not proclaim
the truth: The "private hands" you mention are So
cialist hands (or minds). With this verity as a foun
dation, is there any doubt on the course to pursue? To
me it means one thing-eliminate the Socialist "trim
ming" and all departments dwindle to efficient sizes.

Health and welfare are not government responsi
bilities. That incentive despoiling fallacy is strictly
from the Marxian plan of world economic disruption.
Washington, Ind. A. G. BLAZEY, M.D.

Sister Kenny Again
This. is an attempt to correct the misstatements which
you made in a recent issue of the Freeman concerning
Sister Elizabeth Kenny.

Sister Kenny added very little to the treatment and
absolutely nothing to the· understanding of poliomye
litis.••. The Kenny treatment is a good way to as
sure maximum recovery and to avoid the side effects
that can come from poor circulation and immobiliza
tion. However, long before Sister Kenny appeared on
the scene, most doctors were not using prolonged im
mobili~ation. The tragedy of this situation is that
Sister Kenny extended by theorY' and without proof
views· concerning the cause and pathology of polio
myelitis which do not conform with demonstrable
proof. She also made extravagant claims for the effi
cacy for her form of physiotherapy.... The most
that can be said for her treatment is that it overcame
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the adverse effects of a previous form of management
of the paralytic disease, but I know of no physicians
wha do not willingly and enthusiastically accept her
suggestions when they arQ indicated in the aftercare
of paralyzed muscles.
Los Angeles, Calif. WALTER C. BOOTH, M.D.

Cinerama

Your article [on Cinerama] contains some very inter
esting and thoughtful ideas. In this period of consider
able confusion in the motion picture area, I think it
wise that we all throw our thoughts around. I trust
your magazine readers have found your piece as stimu
latingas I did.
New York, N. Y. BOSLEY CROWTHER

Congratulations on your very thorough article, "Cine
rama-A Third Dimension."
Chicago, Ill. WILIJIAM SPANIER

A New Word for "Capitalism"
Some time ago some magazine asked suggestions for a
word that could be substituted for "capitalism." The
matter slipped my mind until reading the splendid
article, "Let's Defend Capitalism," in the February 23
issue of the Freeman. It popped into my mind that
the title of the article would best express Americanism
if it read, "Let's Defend Productionism." ... America's
greatness is founded upon the productionism of her
good earth in eternal partnership with the production
ism of her free people. To produce is the basic prin
ciple of every phase and form of life. Lire in whatever
form it exists must produce, again produce and again
produce, or die and become extinct. The will to produce
and the freedom to exercise that will is the highest
attribute of life and is the symbolism of production
ism, which, in turn, is the highest exemplification of
the Republicanism of our own free America.

I would be writing you after reading each issue of
my Freeman and then would not express its great good,
the factual information and the inspiration to body
and mind to keep active and attuned to the things that
make every· American a better American.
lJJonro'via, Calif. HERBERT E. HESS

Let me comment upon your editorial article in the
February 23rd issue, "Let's Defend Capitalism." While
I of course agree entirely with everything that you
say in this article and feel very strongly about it, I
think that the defense of the system or the way which
you will define will have to be based upon some other
word than "Capitalism."

If two or three generations of people even in this
country have been brought up to a different under
standing of the word "capitalism" than you and I
have, it will be seemingly a thankless task to persuade
them to a different point of view. In other words, we
may need a new name or a new word for the subject
as we have understood it.
New Canaan, Conn. CHARLES H. WELLING

Because of the unusually large response we have had
to the editorial "Let's Defend Capitalism," we have
prepared a special pocket-size reprint, copies of which
are now available at the following rates: single copy,
1 O¢ ; 50 copies, $4.00; 100 copies, $7.00; 1000 copies,
$60.00. THE EDITORS
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The Fortnight
Wholly apart from whatever evidence or lack of it
there may be for the accusations that several sen
ators have made against Charles E. Bohlen, Pres
ident Eisenhower's action in na'ming him as our
new ambassador to Moscow was a mistake. It was
amistake1 because of what the appointment will
symbolize! at home and abroad. Bohlen was inti
mately associated 'with the Acheson-Truman foreign
policy. He was President Roosevelt's personal in
terpreter at the' Yalta Conference. He still defends
Yalta. He can not see the immorality of Roosevelt's
participation in secret lagreements that bargained
away the territory and liberty of other peoples. He
seems indiffelrent to rthe contemptuous disregard of
our prescriibed 'constitutional treaty processes that
Yalta involved. His appointment, therefore, will be
inter'pre'ted as an endorsement of Yalta by the
Eisenhower Administra1t'lon. This is precisely the
opposite of the repudiation ladvocated by the Repub
lican platform and by Mr. Eisenhower himself in
his State of the Union speech. The Bohlen appoint
ment 'will [be interpreted, therefore, as a sign of
vacillation on the President's part, and as a con
tinuation of the policy of appe'asing Russian Com
munism.

Governor Dewey has shown great political courage
in insisting that New York City transfer its sub
ways to a new transit authority, which would be
required to operate them without a deficit. But in
our j udgment the problem will never be properly
settled until the city returns the subways to private
ownership and management. We Americans are sup
posed to be against socialism; ,but most of us have
been more against the name than the fact. For
years the TVA Iwas sacrosanct. It ·was considered
blasphemous not only to criticize it, but even to
point out that it was socialistic. Yet the very defi
nition of socialism is public ownership and man
agement of the means of production. Municipal so
cialism has been more popular here than federal
socialism; but it has also been considered scurrilous
to call it by that name. The New York subways pro
vide a classic example of what happens under social
ism. In spite of a ten-cent fare, they are losing

$50,000,000 'a year. They are parasitic, in other
words, on private business. And instead of 'any ef
fort to cure the deficit, New York City officials
support the theory that subway rides should be pa'id
for not by the riders but by the non-riders.

Elsewhere in this issue we publish an article on
what is wrong with the Voice of America. There' are
now reports that the present Voice will be discon
tinued at the end of June. The request in the Tru
man budget for $48,500,000 for the Voice for the
fiscal year starting July 1 has belen withdrawn.
But before Washington create'S a new Voice, as it
apparently plans to do, it ought to take a new
look at the theory on which it w,ishes to operate.
We doubt that the Voice has had any e'ffect, re
motely comparable with the sums spent on it, on
opinion behind the Iron Curitain. And its effect on
our allies or wished-for allies abroad has often been
the opposite of that originally planned. It has now
been learned that Chester Bowles, our retiring
ambassador to India, urged the Voice to "refrain
from undue emphasis on antioolCommunist prop
aganda." Mr. Bowles's idea of an "effective" Voice,
apparently, is one that refrains from doing the very
thing it was created ,to do.

There is, in fact, a basic dilemma about the Voice
which we have not yet had the clarity and courage
to face frankly. This 'is that any effective prop
aganda against Communism must involve a defense
and an e'xplanation of the posit'ive merits of its
opposite-free enterprise. But there are very few
government officials who understand the' merits of
free enterprise and how to explain them. Even
if there were', and if they got jobs on the new
Voice, it is doubtful that they ·would be ·given the
freedom to explain these meritse'Ven to American
listeners. Too many other officials, and too many
congressmen, are controlists and statists. Would
the Voice of Ame'rica be allowed to explain, for
example, what is wrong with farm price supports
from the s'tandpoint of the philosophy of economic
freedom?

And such heresy would not be permitted on the
Voice's foreign broadcasts even for a moment. Most
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of ouraI:lies have socialistic governments, who have
already let us know that they do not take kindly
to defenses of capit'alism, and will certainly not
tolerate criticisms of socialism. And when the Voice
gets to "neutralist" governments like that of Nehru
in India, we are give'll to understand by our own
ambassadors there that we must soft-pedal even
ant'i-Gom'munist propaganda.

March 17 this year marked something more than
the feast day of S'aint Patrick. On that day price
controls, which had gone into effect January 26,
1951, we're completely abolished. There was no 'Sud
den uprush of prices. There were no anguished cries,
even from the extreme Left, that inflation had been
unloosed. On the contrary, key prices have been
falling all during the weeks that the OP8 has been
removing price controls. The anguished 'cries now
have all been in favor of government price supports.
The pressure groups are demanding s,till more
government 'buying, in spite of the official estimate
that the Se'cretary of Agriculture's decision to con
tinue support of dairy products at 90 per cent of
"parity" may cost the government about $100,000,
000 in the year starting April 1. There is no satis
fying the controlists. In their eyes the free' market
can never do the right thing. Prices are either too
high or too low. They are either too high for con
sumers or too low for producers-or both at the
same time.

Note on freedom of speech: The play reviewer of
the Hartford (Conn.) Courant was barred from see..
ing Clifford Odets's "The Country Girl," even
though he had a ti'cket purchased by the newspaper.
An ,attorney for the theater explained that the re
viewer was barred "in the interests of good theatre.
He has been unsympathetic and without understand
ing in his approach toward new plays and tryouts."

A distinguished foreign visitor who deserves
more than a perfunctory welcome is Chancellor
Konrad Adenauer, of the German Federal Republic.
With amazing vitality and determination, this el
derly statesman has been fi'ghting a very difficult
two-front struggle for 'a goal which ,is a common
interest of Americans and Europeans: close mili
tary, political, e'conomic, culitural, and spiritual as
soci!ation of the civilized nations of 'western ;Europe.
Adenauer has had to fight on the one hand against
apathy and lethargy among his country'men, on the
otheragaiinst hangovers of early occupation psy
chology 'which have delayed the acceptance of Wes,t
Germany into full partnership in the European and
international community. Of all Europe's postwar
leaders, Adenauer has been the most clear-sighted
as to the reality of the imperialist and Communist
threat. Should he fail,Germany, Europe, and the
United States would all be the losers. He deserves
not only a warm welcome, but consistent American
diplomatic support.
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Britain recognizes the Chinese Communists as a
government. It views American efforts to press the
Peiping Reds, such as releasing the Chinese Gov
ernment on Formosa for raids on the mainland,
with condescending alarm. Recognition has brought
the United Kingdom nothing but the contempt of
the Chinese Communists. This was once again il
lustrated when the Countess of Limerick, vice
chairman of the British Red Cross, tried to make
the Peipingcrowd accept relief packages for British
and other AUied prisoners of war. Lady Limerick
said in Seoul: "We've asked them. We've even
begged them. But they just ignore us. When we
bring up the subject, they pretend they don't under
stand English. 'Of course, they understand." Con
tinuing to recognize a regime of international law
breakers, the British 'Government has placed itself
in the poS'ition of an eager suitor and spineless
suppliant. "We've even 'begged them" puts it with
devastating accuracy.

All is not dull and gloomy in the funeral cere
monies of Red dictators. There are flashes of irre
pressible unconscious humor,as when Lavrenti
Beria, chief of the politi'cal police, announced that
the government recognized as a "holy duty" the
maintenance of "Soviet civil, liberties." There is
the occasional misprint, 'by aecident or design, as
when an East German Communist newspaper
hailed St1alin as "the great fighter for the preserv
ing and consolidation of war in the world." There
was a similar case of telling the truth by misprint
once in: an English-language' newspaper, the Mos
cow Daily News, which published a headline about
"Appalling Conditions of Forced Labor in Si'beri1a."
The next day there was a shamefaced correction to
the effect that Liberia had !been meant. Finally,
there is the whispered contraband "anecdote" ,that
passes around amid all the official mourning. One
such anecdote at the time of Lenin's death repre
sented burglars as ransacking an apartment and
leaving behind a note: "Lenin is dead, but we are
carrying on his work."

It is a genuine score for internationalism that an
Italian pitcher with the im,pressive name of GiuIio
Cesare Glorioso (Julius Caesar ;The Glorious) is to
receive a tryout with the Cleveland Indians, of the
American League. For 'baseball is the most na
tionalist of A'merican sports. The annual "World's
Series" can be considered a harmless bit of Ameri
can ,chauvinism, as no foreign competitors ever
a'ppear. Baseball is popular in Canada, M'exico and
some other Latin A1merican countries. But the only
overseas country where the sport has won many
followers is Japan. Maybe the appe'arance of Julius
Caesar the 'Glorious on the American baseball hori
zon marks the ibeginning ofa new era. American
fans wHI watch with interest to see whether he
can report "veni, vidi, vici" after his tryout in the
big Ie'agnes.



Stalin s Testament
Political testaments are iometimes of dubious au
thenti'city. The alleged will of Peter the' Great, out
lining a future des'ign of Russian expansion and
conquest, is questionable. So is the so-called Tanaka
Me'morial, 'which was supposed to be a blueprint
for Japan's forward movement in Asia.

But there is an indisputable foreign aff'arirs pro
gram of Joseph Stalin, drawn up more than thirty
years ago, which was faithfully executed by the
Soviet dictator during his lifetime and which seems
likely to be a testament for his polirtical heirs.
Stalin published in the Communist Party organ,
Pravda, of August 28, 1921, the following direc
tions for Soviet foreign policy:

The tasks of the Party in foreiign policy are: (1)
to utilize every contradiction and conflict among the
surrounding capitalist groups and governments for
the purpose of disintegrating imperialism; (2) to
s,pare no pains or means to render assistance to the
proletarian revolutions in the Vvest; (3) to take all
necessary measures to strengthen the national revo
lutionary movement in the East; (4) to strengthen
the Red Army.

This statement in 1921, when the Soviet govern
ment was still struggling with ,the destruction,
chaos, and famine that 'were the results of years of
revolution and civil war, is an uncannily accurate
preview of the foreign policy to which the indus
trialized, militarized Soviet Union of today is com
mitted.These four promises are among the very
few which Stalin has kept. 'They constitute a legacy
which his successors are not likely to disregard.

No statesman in history has been shrewder and
nlore uns'crupulous in exploiting the "contradictions
and conflicts" among his opponents and his pros
pective v.ictims. In the far-off days of the late war
a legend about Stalin gained currency in Wash
ington and London. The Soviet dictator was given
a rating of lOOper cent in keeping his word.
"Uncle Joe" 'was a plain, blunt man, ,a hard bar
gainer, a litt,le rough and crotchety; but his word,
once given, was as good as his bond.

This legend 'was based on pitiful ignorance of
Stalin's personality and record. The ousting and
u1'timate liquidation of his six principal associates
at the time of Lenin's death was not the work of a
plain blunt man. It was a masterpiece of intrigue.
Had Maohiavelli lived four centuries later, he
might have' taken Stalin, not Cesare Borgi'a as the
model for his "prince."

T,wochara'cteristic bits of StaHn's diplomatic
handiwork were his pact with Hitler, in August,
1939, and his entrance into war with a completely
defeated Japan six years later, in August, 1945. In
each case the wily dictator set the stage for big
territorial trains at minimum expenditure of blood
and tre'asure.

In the first case Stalin played off Hitler, on one
side, against Cham,berlain and Daladier, on the
other, until he obtained the most favorable possible'
bid from the Nazi dictator. Sure of being able to
annex some 25,000,000 ne,w subjects-Poles, Ukrain
ians, Latvians, Lithuanians, Es'tonians, and Finns
-Stalin complacently sat back with the pleasing
prospect of wat'ching Great Britain and France,
Germany and Italy tear each other to pieces and
seeing the Soviet Union become, by default, the
one strong power in Europe.

It is true that the swift collapse of France up
set Stalin's cal'Cul'ation and forced him, in the' end,
to :fight hard for his life against the German at
tack. But as a piece of cynical opportunism his
performance on the eve of Ithe 'war 'could scarcely
have' been improved. This may also be said of his
ahiHty, during the war, to play on the differences
between Roosevelt and Churchill, tickling Roose
velt's vanity and exciting Churchill's jealousy until
the two Western le'aderswere prepared to confirm
all the spoils of his earlier deal with Hitler.

There is nothing in Stalin's record to support
the 'legend of the man whose word could always be
reUed on. The Soviet government took the first op
portunity to break the treaties of non-aggression
and neutrality which it had concluded with Poland,
Finland, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania.

The Soviet Igovernment partitioned Poland with
Nazi Germany in September, 1939 (seeing to it
that Germany did all the hard fighting) and Prime
Minister Molotov announced that the Polish state
had ceased to exist. After Hitler's invasion of the
Soviet Union, Stalin concluded an aUiance with the
PoIrish government-in-exile. But, with breathtaking
cynicism, he used the discovery of one of his own
major war crimes, the maSS'3}cre of some 15,000
Polish office'r prisoners in the Katyn Forest and
elsewhere, and the Polish demand for an Inter
national Red Cross investigation, as an excuse for
breaking off relations with the Polish government
and creating a puppet government of his own.

The ignoring of the Yalta pledge of "free un
fettered elections" in Poland, and of the Potsdam
pledges that Germany would be' treated as an eco
nomic unit and that democratic parties would be
encouraged, are on the historical record. A close
study of this record would unquestionably show
that Stalin broke' far more international engage
ments than he kept. But the four prom'ises of 1921
have been kept-all too faithfully. One of :Stalin's
last important public declarations was a blueprint
for stirring up dissension 'betwe'en the United
States, on one side,and Great Brita'in, France,
Germany, and Japan, on the other.

The first injunction-to utilize every contradic-
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tion and conflict in ,the non-Communist world-has
been observed on every possible opportunity. "As
sistance to the proletarian revolutions in the West"
has been rendered iby virtually sovietizing the
countriies whi'ch are within the grasp of Ithe Red
Army and keeping up active fifth columns in those
which are not, notably in France and Italy. The
"national revolutionary movement in the East" has
not been forgotten, as Red China, the wars in
Korea and Indo-China, and guerrilla movements in
Malaya, Burma, and Ithe Philippines testify. And
"the strengthening of the Red Army" has advanced
to a point where its shadow lies heavily over the
entire world, not exC'luding North Amer'ica.

When a dictator does precisely what he s'aid he
would do, and over a period of thirty years, it is a
fair assumption that he is following a 'carefully
thought out plan of action. In this one case Stalin
may be cons'idered to have ibeen a man of his word.
He set a course which the Soviet government, who
ever may Ibe leading it, is likely to follow as long
as one can foresee.

Kowtowing to Malenkov
All a Soviet dictator has to do is use the word
"peaceful," and the wishful thinkers fall all over
themsel'ves 'with delight. Stalin's successor Georgi
Malenkov got up 'before his phony parliament, the
Supreme Soviet, talked to the hand-picked "repre
sentative's of the people" before him-and the
world hung on his lips.

Since then, foretign offices have been buzzing
with speculation of wha1t Malenk:ov's supposedly
concHiatory words may mean. In a spee'ch about re
organizing the ,Soviet regime, he s'poke two sen
tences.

At the present time there is no controversial out
standing problem which could not be solved in a
peaceful way, on the basis of mutual agreement
a,mong the countries concerned. This refers to rela
tions with all states, including our relations with
the United States.

The censor-gagged American correspondents in
Moscow ,chose to pretend that diplomats in the So
viet capital were mightBy impressed with Malen
kov's supposedly sweet words. If so, they all de
serve to be re'called and Slacked for incompetence.
Harrison E. Salisbury of the New York Times led
the pack,saying ,first that "Western observers"
conside'red it the "strongest statement on the ques
tion of peace between Russia and the United States
that has ,been made in recent times by the chief of
the Soviet state." Then, for good measure, he
added: "'The Premier's statement caused a major
stir among Moscow diplomats. A number of diplo
mats oharacterized the statement as an open invi
tation to the United States to enter into diplomatic
negotiations to solve' the conflicts between the two
countries."
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Of 'course, Malenkov offered no "open invitation."
He was merely trying to lull the world into giving
him time to consolidate his Kremlin position, carry
out purges !at home and in the Communist parties
abroad, and generally entrench himself.

What the. man really :believes can be read in his
five~hour speech at last November's Nineteenth
Congress of the Soviet Communist Party. He said
that, since the war, "a new center of reaction and
laggression has taken shape in the capitalist world,"
and "its embodiment is the United States, from
which now emanates the chief menace to the peace,
freedom, and national independenee of the peoples."

This hate-mongering is the poHcy behind the
shooting-down of our planes, the killing of our boys
in Korea, the blood-letting of our nation's wealth
for arm!ament, the Soviet refusal to leave Austria,
the continued occupation of East Germany, and
the terrorist control over eastern Europe. Vishinsky
and Gromyko, at the United Nations, have made it
clear thatMailenkov's Moscow does not ;want an end
of the war in Korea.

The indignity of 'anticipatory sighs among so
called statesmen mere!ly illustrates a new low point
of world morality.

NL.R.B Usurpation
Experience of the past twenty years-the period
of the rise and dominance of big government in the
United States-discloses how influential a· part ad
ministrative agencies and administrative law have
played in this development. This was the period of
the proliferation of boards and agencies, arms of
the executive branch of the government, charged
with interpreting and enforcing a bewilde'ring suc
cession of laws and executive orders, in time of
peace as weH as war.

Most of these agencies, permanent and tempo
rary, ran amok and substituted their judgment and
beliefs for the views and intent of Congress. The
clear and simple language of a statute' proved in
practice a woefully inadequate safeguard against
the wilfullness of men who were !bent on using their
authority to remake the country in their own im
age. Reports 'and recommendations of expert com
mittees and even changes in the law which were
designed to curb the power of administrative bodies
hardly affected their behavior.

Agencies like the Na,tional Labor Relations Board
consequently continue to make rulings which, by
any sensible standard, are capricious, arbitrary,
and destructive of the rights of American eitizens.
Such a ruling isa recent decision by the N.L.R.B.
in a dispute between theA.F.L. Brick and Clay
Workers Union and the United Clay Mines Cor
poration of Gleason, Tennessee. The issue in this
case was whether or not the company was bargain
ing in good f'aith. The majority of the board-



Messrs. Houston, Styles and Peterson-held that it
was not.

The reason for this finding is that, in the ma
jority's opinion, the employer had made too few
concessions or, in other words, had driven too hard
a bargain with the union. The decision says that
the employer "must have known that the union
could never siJrn a contract in ,which [he] granted
the employees nothing of importance, while taking
from Ithem their sole recourse in a dispute', the
right to strike." And again: "On this record, we
are convinced, and find, that the [employer] was
never motivated by a sincere desire to reach agree
ment with the union."

Looking at the same record, the minority mem
bers of the board-Messrs. Herzog and Murdock
found just the opposite. It was not the employer,
they say, "but the union which first proposed the
blanket no-strike clause." The company's reluctance
to 'grant benefits was "in large measure the result
of its adverse economic fortunes at that time. Dur
ing the summer of 1949, the company sales were
down 40 per cent and it was operating at a loss. A
wage decrease was contemplated....The layoff of
ten employees ... out of a working force of about
forty-six was believed necessary." The firm's con
duct in regard to these economy measures, they
continue, "gives direct evidence of its good faith.
In spite of its business slump the [company] de
cided to forego the wage decrease" in order not to
embarrass the union. When, also, the union ob
jected to the inclusion on the layoff list of some of
its most active members, the employer revised the
list "to meet the union's complaint." The minority
was convinced, it said, that the employer "desired
to make some contract with the union and that he
had bargained toward that end."

The significance of this decision is not the diver
gence of views between the minority and majority
members of the board, striking as their opposing
views are. It lies in what an administrative agency,
like the N'.L.R.B., undertakes to regulate and de
cide. In this case (and there have been and will
be many cases of the same kind), the board is
really determining what concessions an employer,
or for that matter a union, ought to make during
the process of bargaining. It ought to be clear that
this is none of the board's business, and there! is
nothing in the law that 'makes it such.

But these boards, in their determination to as
sert themselves, reach out for still greater au
thority. What they 'would really like to do is to
write the agreements themselves, and thus achieve
the compulsory arbitration to which they profess
to ,be unalterably opposed. All of this comes with
peculiar ill grace from officials and agencies which
are criticizing the Taft-Hartley Act for bringing
too much government into labor relations, when, in
fact, the effective impetus to widening government
inte'Tvention comes from the principles and prac
tices of the boards themselves.

The Lattimore Line
A campaign is under way, especially in academic
circles, to :build up Owen Lattimore as the guiltless
martyred scholar, rudely routed out of his ivory
tower by vindictive, publicity-hunting politicians,
acting at the behest of that mysterious dragon, the
so-called China Lobby. Mr. Lattimore himself has
done his best to contribute to this buHd-up.

In his Ordeal by Slander, which indulges in quite
a little slandering of persons with whom the author
disagrees, the authorsug'gests that he has "always
written as a social scientist and not ,as a propa
gandist or 'polemicist." More than that, Lattimore
tries to pass hi!mself off as an anti-Communist who
assumes ,that "American policy must aim at limit
ing the spread of Communism."

But before one accepts this stereotype and enters
Lattimore as a candidate for canonization, a look
at his consistent politicall line, as revealed in his
own writings, seems advisable. Here is Lattimore,
writing to his colleague in the Institute of Pacific
Relations, Edward Carter, on July 10, 1938:

"I think that you are pretty cagey in turning
over so much of the China section of the inquiry to
Asiaticus, Han Seng, and Chi . . . [Asiaticus was
the pseudonym of a 'German Communist namea
Hans IMueller : Han Seng and Chi were Chinese of
strong Communist sympathies.] They win bring
out ,the a'bsolutely essential radical aspects, but can
be depended on to do it with the ri,ght touch....
For China my hunch is that it win pay to keep be
hind the official Chinese Communist position, far
enough not to be covered by the same label, but
enough ahead of the active Chinese liberals to be
noticeable."

Is this the language of objective scholarship? Or
of propaganda designed to create an im,pression
favorable to the Communist movement in China?
Lattimore's "anti-Communist" record is surely one
of the strangest imaginable. As editor of Pacific
Affairs he kept out contributions distasteful to the
Soviet organization which' was loosely affiliated
with the international Institute of Pacific Affairs,
expressed ,belief in the validity of the purge trials,
and reviewed enthusiasticaHya book by such a
Communist sympathizer as Anna Louise Strong.

Lattimore went with Vice President Wallace,
John Carter Vincent, and John Hazard to Magadan
and the Kolym"a igold fields-one of the most no
torious sllave labor centers-in 1944. He published
an article ,in the National Geographic Ma'gazine,
1944, in which he does not hint that anyone was in
Kolyma against his will, describes .Dalstroi, the
slave labor organization, as "a comhination Hud
son's Bay Company and TVA," and credits one
Kikishov, the Simon Legree of the place, with "sen~

sitive interest in art and music and a deep· sense
of civic responsibiHty."

The spirit of his book, Solution in Asia" pub-
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lished by Little, Brown and Company in 1945, is
indicated by this brief excerpt from the publisher's
notice: "He shows that all the Asiatic peoples are
more interested in actual democratic practices,
such as the ones they can see in action across the
Russian border, than they are in the fine theories
of the Anglo-Saxon imperialists, which come cou
pled with ruthless imperialism." (Italics supplied.)

In, this book Lattimore called for the deposition
of .the Japanese Emperor. Later he served as an
influentia:lmernber of the Pauley mission to Japan,
which produced a kind of Morgenthau Plan for
de-industrializing Japan, which was fortunately
not put into practice. If there were two things
which would have promoted Com·munism in Japan
after the war, these were surely the elimination of
the Emperor and the destruction of Japan's ability
to earn its national livelihood.

Finally, Lattimore has repeatedly and cons'istently
opposed American aid to the forces in East Asia
which are fighting Communism, to the Chinese N'a
tionalists, the South Koreans, and th'e anti-Com-
munist Vietnamese. .

It would be improper to prejudge an issue that is
now Qefore the court: whether Lattimore com
mitted perjury in his testimony before the Senate
Internal Security Committee. But on his own pub
lished record Lattimore in the dual pose of objec
tive scholar and anti-Communist is a myth for the
very, very ,gullible.

Hawaii and the Senate
The vote of 274 to 138 lin the House in favor of
Hawaiian statehood does not necessarily mean that
a forty-ninth star will shortly spangle the' blue
field in Old Glory. For the Senate is still an ex
tremely formidable stumbling block.

Nearly six years ago, on June 30, 1947, the
House of Representatives first voted to make Ha
waii a state, approving the Farrington Bill by a
division of 197 to 133. But in the Senate of the
Eightieth Congress the bill never even got out of
Committee.

In the Eighty..first Congress, on March 7, 1950,
the House again approved Hawaiian statehood, by
the overwhelming majority of 262 to 110. But
again the measure died without reaching the Sen
ate floor. In the Eighty-second Congress, -when
prospects for success ~eemed to the Hawaiians as
bright ·as they do today, the Senate a year ago for
the third time proved recalcitrant.

The obvious reason for this pronounced differ
ence in attitude is that Hawaiian statehood would
affect the upper much more than the lower Cham
ber. WhHeHawaii as a state would send two Rep
resentativesas well as two Senators to Congress,
this delegation would comprise over 2 per cent of
the Senate, 'as compared with less than half of 1
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per· cent of the House. So it is logical that the
Senate should give the statehood proposal closer
and more exacting scrutiny.

There is, however, more than an arithmetical
basis to the stiff opposition that Hawaiian state
hood will meet in the Senate of the Eighty-third
Congress, as of preceding Congresses. In No. 63
of the Federalist Papers, authorship of which is
attributed both to Madison and to Hamilton, the
Senate is analyzed as an institution that "will
blend stability with liberty." And many individual
Senators still feel a deep sense of personal respon
sibility for maintaining the original character of
our Federal Republic.

Only about one fifth of the population of Hawaii
is of white ancestry. It is very unlikely that this
small 'minority would remain politically dominant
if the Pacific archipelago is integrated with the
continental states. Senators and Congressmen of
Japanese, Polynesian, Filipino, or Chinese origin
are to be expected and, if our praise of democracy
is sincere, should be desired. Such representation,
however, would tend to encourage racial voting in
the present forty-eight states.

Like ,all subjects that stir the emotions rather
than the intelligence this aspect of the case for
Hawaiian statehood is soft-pedaled. But it ex
plains why the Southern Democrats, almost to a
man, -will oppose the measure if and when it reaches
the Senate floor. Some of the favorable votes cast
in the House, moreover, will be so only because of
the expectation that the Senate will block the bill
this year, as it has done three times before. Nor
will Democratic opposition the lessened because the
first Hawaiian Senators and Congressmen would,
to a certainty, wear the Republican label and
strengthen that party in the 1954 elections.

President Eisenhower an~ the Republican plat
form are alike emphatically in favor of Hawaiian
statehood. So also was President Truman and the
last Democratic platform, though this would have
given the same advantages to Alaska, which would
be expe'Cted to return an offsetting Democrat!ic
Congressional delegation.

The southern Senators, however, are under no
obligation to the Administration. It iSJ if any
thing, the other way round. And the issue of Ha
waiian statehood assumes additional import because
of the indication that on it the South will break
with E-isenhower, using the same Fahian tactics
against him that proved so exasperating, on so
called "civil rights," to Truman.

As· the clash develops, many will say the southern
attitude is obscurantist. But f the case is not that
~imple. It is statehood and not home rule for Ha
waii that Senators Byrd and Russell will oppose.
If the projec,t were to give Ha,waii quasi-inde
pendence-akin to the Commonwealth status already
granted Puerto Rico-the South would be for it.
The opposition is only to the proposal for making
the Federal Union more racially heterogeneous.



What~s Wrong with the "Voice"?

By JULIAN MAXWELL
This intimate and reivealing ,'report sho~vs how
blunderers and departmental despot,sas well as
subversives ,sabotage our foreign :p'ropaga.nd(J;.

The inquiry into the Voice of America has become
a matter of major concern to the American people;
the Senate Investigating Subcommittee under Sen
ator Joseph R. McCarthy has uncovered strange
and even lurid tales of the goings-on behind its
high walls hoth in New York and in Washington.
ActuaHy the problem is far more complex than ap
pears in the headlines, and a little' thoughtful study
at this point won't impede either the subcommittee
or the headline writers.

Though the Voice 'Speaks to an audience of three
hundred million people around the globe, though
its every murmur reflects and interprets our way
of life and our battle against Communism, most
Americans never hear lit. Obviously the main job
of the Voice is to direct its broadcasts not to
Americans bUtt to our allies and to peoples behind
the Iron Curt'ain. But when interested Americans
have tried to find out what the Voice is doing and
saying, they have been blocked. Many officials have
been strangely reluctant to expose scripts to public
scrutiny, and some very curious scripts have got
by. Early .in 1951 a script for France was banned
by the State Department fro.m re-broadcast over a
national television network on the ground it might
offend American ears. A standing directive still
remains forbidding the reading of any broadcast
material into the Congressional Record.

Perhaps the problem facing the new Administra
tion at the Voice can best be de,fined asa sort of
Hostrichism" among personnel. The average em
ployee has his head so buried in rules, regulations,
and red tape that he rarely knows what is going
on outside his own section. 'This "head-in-the-sand"
attitude prevaBs clear up to the department heads
in Washington.

It is no ne,ws that officials at the top of the Voice
are in very remote touch with its ground level
functions. Dr. Wilson Compton, the former ad
ministrator, was hardly ever seen around the New
York office'S. Another top executive, in the New
York :broadcast!ing seotion, is always in his office,
but his presence doesn't seem to help his knowledge
of current affairs very much. One day re'cently, he
and several department ohiefs held a long policy
session on the "line" to take in connection with the
expected removal of Gerhardt Eisler as Propaganda
Chief of E,ast Germany. After the session ended,
our executive turned to 'an assistant at the door and

asked: "By ,the way, who is this Eisler fellow,
anyway?"

Ostrichism runs rampant in relations be,tween
the Central Service chiefs-the Ideological Ad
visory, the Drama and News Features, the Opera
tions Intelligence units, and the chiefs of the forty
six language desks. At a recent Senate hearing
·when Reid H'arris, Assisltant Administrator at the
Voice, presented a number of scripts to prove that
the department was against anti-<Semitism, the' fact
(vvhichHarris may not have known) was that only
two of the language desks had bothered to use the
scripts over the air. And this was not an unusual
case. The' general policy of the French desk for
years has been to use no scripts from the central
services; other desks have followed siimilar policies.
The attitude has been: "What does the State De
partment know a'bout 'psychological warfare?" Over
the past six years the desk chiefs may well have
had something there! Our foreign policy during
that period would have 'won few awards for clarity
and singleness of purpose.

Little Kingdoms

With no proper or unified direc!tion from the
top, ea'ch desk becomes a Iittle kingdom, with its
own "national" customs and beliefs, lits own codes
of ethics and its own private interpretation of
foreign policy. The chief becomes, in effect, a petty
despot. When he is a competent and reasona'ble in
dividual, it is a "benevolent" despotism, and liaison
and scripts are good. When he is incompetent or
irresponsible, the psychological program in his sec
tion soon deteriorates into a system of propaganda
dominated 'by personal idiosyncracy. And if this de...
terioration occurs on enough desks, America's mes
sage to the world becomes nothing but a modern
tower of Babel.

Perhaps the most notorious "kingdom" at the
Voice iis the French desk. Ruled over 'generally by
incompetent, cynical men who cared Uttle for
America, it has become a symbol of the corruption
and destructiveness that can invade an operation
when left to itself. The chiefs of the desk have come
from all walks of life. One was the former head of
a mOViing company in Paris, another w,as an Italian
vaudeville' actor, and a third a former orchestra
conductor for the' Ballet Russe. None had journal-
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istic experience or any hasic training in the tech
niques of psychological warfare.

These men, without any interference from above,
gathered around them a corps of employees of
similar stamp: French nationals indifferent to
America who admitted they were working only "for
the money" ;pro...Communist holdovers from the
wartime Office of War Information; and former
American expatriates who found Weltschmerz on
the left ~bank and rushed to get jobs at the Voice
when their novels didn't publish. Together they
loafed :and slothed the1ir way through broadcast
scripts, many of which would make the average
American's hair stand on end. There was the time
in iSeptemiber, 1952, when a voice commentator
went on the a!ir with a script about women who
work in Wall Street. It was apparently a harmle'Ss
bit of journalistic fluff. However, the lead sentence
descrihed the fa'med financier's row as a galere,
or :slave ship, freely trans1lated by the standard
French dictionary as "a hell on earth." Other
broadcast scripts have dealt with such unlikely
topics as the we'akness of American women from
dieting, the "alarming" Negro problem in the
Un1ited :States, the "bar'baric" Texans, and the' de
baucherie's of "millionaire playboys" who live on
New York's Fifth Avenue.

Natur,ally, these are extreme examples, and I
have no des1ire here to singrle out the French desk
as the cause celebre. The same :attitudes and script
failures exist on numerous other desks. Efforts to
bring the 'Situ~tion to the attention of the higher
ups themselves get nowhere, as is evidenced by
the reply one official made recently when he was
asked if it were possible to check all the broadcast
material for policy errors. "Of course," he said
brightly, "but who wants to read 350,000 words a
day?"

Hiring System

Another source of serious trouble at the Voice is
its hiring system. I know at least one individual
who was complete'ly defeated by the rigmarole be
fore he even got into the operation. He was a
young writer of promise who ,wanted to contribute
his talents to making the world safe from Commu
nism. He appHed for a job at the Voice ,and filled
out an application form, probably the longest ap
plication form in existence, and was told he would
be called for an interview. When the call finally
came and he arrived for the interview, he was in
formed his app'lication had been lost. Would he fill
out another one? One we'ek later, he arrived for
his second interview and w,as told that his second
application had also been lost. The interview was
postponed indefinitely. He' caBed up several times
during. the'next three months and each time was
told.· they. were "loo~ing for" his ,application. At
last, four months after his original application had
been filled out, an offic'ial told him exuberantly:
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"We know which building it's in!" (The Voice
occupies five buildings in New York.) But it was
too late. Our hero never caned again.

There se'ems to ,be no real check on competence
and job qualifications. Bec,ause of this, most sec
tions of the Voice are badly overstaffed with in
efficient people. The desk chiefs have "beefed up"
their operations to such an extent that the practice
has become a standing joke. A $9,OOO-a-year man
complained bitterly whenever he had to put in more
than one working day per week. It meant losing
time from the successful textile business he was
running on the side. Then there is the classic story
of ,the Indonesian sailor who jumped ship ,and, be
cause Indonesians are hard to find in New York,
,vas put to work at the' Voice. The first day he was
on the job he was asked to translate a script tell
ing how 'Genera'l Motors turned out three million
vehicles a year. He didn't understand the' meaning
of the word "vehicle," and he asked his 'Superior to
define it more clearly. He was told it was practically
anything on 'wheels-a truck, a railroad car, or
even a bicycle. Shortly before broadcast time, it
was discovered the sailor had translated the script
to read: "General Motors produces three million
bicydes a year!"

The Price of Errors

The ser'ious side of these stories is that waste
and inefficiency in Government agencies literally
take money out of the taxpayers' pocke1ts. However,
in the Voice of America there is an even more
deadly effect from these practices. When a trans
lator makes an error, or when an official makes a
mistake in judgment in the setting up of a million
dollar radio station, it strikes a direct blow at the
United iState'S in the cold war. If the broadcasts
don't get through, if the picture of this nation
abroad is distorted, then the future not .only of
everyone of us but also of countless miHions be
hind the Iron Curtain is jeopardized.

Fortunately ,not all the people at the Voice live
in the shadow of the ostriich. There are at the
Voice ,professional men and women completely dedi
cated to the ideals of the nation and thoroughly
schooled in the intrica'cies of psychological war
fare. One of them is Ber,tram Wolfe, author of
Three Who Made a Revolution (the story of Lenin,
Trotsky, and Stalin) and an expert on Russian
political history. Wolfe always ;advocated a tough,
aggressive policy toward the Kremlin and because
of this he says: "I neveT expected to be hired by
the Voice." However, by Jauuary, 1951, the Red
handwrlUing was on the wall (even in the State
Department) and Wolfe, much to his surprise, was
called in. He planned a campaign to condemn Rus
sia for the murder of fifteen thousand Poles in the
Katyn .Forest-it was almost a year before' Con
gress got around to investigating it-and began
gathering material for an all-out effort to tell the



world about Soviet slave laJbor camps. At first, he
met opposition. But gradually his views began to
win through. Today, in the publicity releases of the
·Voice, his Katyn broadc'asting offensive is listed as
one of the outstanding campaigns against Com
munism.

Alexander Barmine, Chief of the Russi-an desk,
is ianother professional. He learned about Russia
from the inside as a Red Army General and an
aequaintance of Stalin. For years he' fought for
permission to broadcast little-known details about
StaHn's rpoor health. However, the State Department
in Washington continually turned thumbs down on
the idea. At one! point he became so disturbed at
the muddleheaded visionaries who sent him his
orders Ithat he 'charged "sabotage" was at work.
Actually, many other conscientious employe'es at
the Voice have felt like making this charge, though
they weren't as outspoken :as Barmine. Things had
an uncanny way of going wrong just when rit was
most important that they should have gone right.
The broadcasts in Hebrew to Israel were canceled,
for example, jus1t when the Soviets began their
anti-Semitic cam'paign behind the Iron Curtain.

Subversive Elements

In ,themselves these incidents are piddling. Taken
separately they can, by bureaucratic gobbledegook,
easHy be' expla!ined alway. But taken together, they
assume the proportions of a gigantic plot. Whether
there is a real Communis,t conspiracy at the Voice
weare not in 'a position to say. That subversive
ele'ments exist, however, there is no doubt. The
infiltration began under the old Office of War In
forma1tion during World War Two. Communists
and feHow-travelers joined the information sections
in droves so 'they could tell the world ,about the
"heroi'c" Soviet army and the "great" Stalin. Many
of them were weeded out after the' war, but some
of these 80viet sympathizers still hold key jobs at
the Voice. Working insidiously they encourage
cynicis,mand waste, and sometimes have a deciding
influence on policy decisions. Their influence, in
creased by ,the ostrichism and indifference at the
Voice, operates as a sort of occupational uremia,
restricting circulation and ,allowing gangrenous
elements to fester and grow.

Whether the ne'w Administration can cure the
disease remains an open question. A recent special
Citizens' Advisory Committee which investigated
the Voice has recommended that the only cure is to
kill the paHent, to abolish the department and sert
up an entirely new Bureau of Psychological War
fare whose chief would hold cabinet rank. But the
problem does not so much lie' in the agency as in
the people who work there. Clearly, a general re
organization is called for. "What we need at the'
Voice," a former employee said recently, "is not
poets, or diplomats, but men with common sense."

Pres!ident Eisenhower, with his appointment of

, C. D. Jackson as Adviser on Psychological War
fare, clearly has taken a step in the right direction.
Jackson, a former vice-president of Time, headed
psychological warfare for Eisenhower in Europe
during World War Two and has had lifelong ex
perience in 'business and diplomatic dealings abroad.
However, whether he can bring his e:x:perience to
bear on rtheproblem is another question. Secretary
of :State John Foster Dulles has found his house
cleaning vows considerably harder to keep than he
first imagined when he began taking pot shots at
the "lispings" of the Voice back in 1949.

There is the definite danger that once the heat
is off, the ostrich will 'bury its head once more.
Senator McCarthy has posed a challenge to the
new Administration. He can continue to flash his
spotlight on the Voice, but only the Administration
can take positive correetive action. With the death
of Stalin, the world will have its greatest oppor
tunity to strike at the ideological heart of Com
munism. It is up to the Adm1inistration to seize
this opportunity and turn the Voice of America
into a trumpet to bring down the walls of the
Kremlin.

II -W-O-R-T-H-H-E-AR-I-N-G-A-G-AI-N__II
And the Delegates Cheered

This morning we have heard the representative of
the Soviet Union attack the United States Army
and speak of alleged crimes and ;acts of terror
committed by the United State'S Army. I would
like to say to him that the United States Army,
which you have sought to smear here today, is the
same United States Army that stood beside the
Russian Army to defeat Nazism in World War
Two.

The men in the United St'ates Army in Korea
today are the sons and the younger brothers, and
in some cases they are the same men who made up
the United States Army in World War Two. The
United Sta!tes Army was good enough for you in
1942, 1943, 1944, and 1945. It has not changed. It
should be good enough for you now. • • •

At the Political Committee meeting last week,
the Soviet representative s'aid to me, "You are
going to lose Asia anyway." That astounding re
mark made me realize how far apart his view of
humanity is from mine. The United States is not
trying to get Asia. We have never thought of Asia
as some sort of object inhabited by slaves which
was to be won or lost by outsiders. We believe that
the people of Asia, like the American people and
like all other people, have the right to Hve their
own lives and to develop themselves in their own
way.

HENRY CABOT LODGE, JR., to the United Nations
General Assembly, March 11, 1953
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Substitute for Foreign Aid

By F. A. HAYEK
Government aid fu~thers state economic control in
Europe and should be replaced by' private capi,t~l

investment backe,d by limited Governmen,t ,gUf1;rantee.

For the time being financing for rearmament has
in a large !measure taken the place of other forms
of capital movement to Europe. But this provides
only a partial and !temporary solution to the prob
lem with which in recent years this country has
tried to cope throu'gh large'-scale governmental
loans and grants. These may have been the most
appropriate ways of dealing with the acute transi
tion and restocking problem immediately after the
war. But nothing illustrates better the ineffective
ness of intergovernmental lending as a remedy for
Europe's long-term ,problems than the fact that
shortage of capital today is still almost as serious
an obstacle to the revival of private busine'Ss in
most parts of Europe as it was five or six years
ago.

'There can be little doubt that, were it not for
the political uncertaintie's, ample oppor:tunities
would exist in Europe for profitable investment of
American capital. Nor can it be questioned that it
would be to the economic and political intere'St of
both sides that this should occur. But it seems
also certain that it will not, unless conditions
change drastically. Some persons may regret this,
but conclude that theTe is nothing this country can
or ought to do about it. If there are real oppor
tuni,ties, they will argue, let the European countries
create conditions attractive to Ameorican capital.
And if only economic issues were at stake, I should
be inclined to agree.

But there is a reason, othe'r than the returns to
be expected, why it seems desirable that otherwise
lucrative 'investments should take place; th'eir suc
cess would go far to reduce those very dangers
which now act to deter potential investors. There
is, in addition to private inteorest, a genuine public
interest in successful investments of this kind-a
public interest that should in some measure offset
the political risk the private inve'Stor undeniably
runs.

At the moment there appears to exist some quite
unwarranted confidence that this country has for
sworn for good the mistake'S of the recent past. I
do not ,believe that the pernicious effects of the
past practices of intergovernmental lending can be
exaggerated. Indeed, I doubt whether it· is yet fully
appreciated how harmful they were; and I shall in
a moment have more to say ahout them. Yet there
seems to me a re'al danger that, if they are aban
doned without deliberate provision for some alter-
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native,before long alarm over the deterioration of
economic conditions in Europe will stampede this
country into the very mistakes it meant to a'bandon.
If the recovery of the European economies is to
continue ata rate that will prevent social upheaval,
capital must continue to flow there a,t a political
risk which the private investor can not be expected
to shoulder.

Political Decision vs. Economic Efficiency

This, howeve'r, is by no means an argument for
the United States Government to step in as the
provider of such capital funds. The case against
this seems overwhelming. The ,burden it imposes
on the American taxpayer, severe as it is, is only
a small part of the argument. It is now generally
recognized that ,funds that are distributed on po
litical grounds can not be distributed with eco
nomic efficie,ncy. Nothing is less possible for a
government providing funds for other governments
than to discriminate effe'ctively on the grounds of
economic efficiency. To all intents and purposes it
is politically impossible to differentiate between
countries according to whether they follow a wise
or a foolish economic policy. So long as the distri
bution of funds rests on a political decision, they
must be spread more or less evenly and indiscrimi
nately, and they are as likely to fur,ther the con
tinuation of harmful poli'Cies as the adoption of
good ones.

In the past, the need to attract foreign capital
automatically had the effect of keeping the eco
nomic policy of the borrowing country on relatively
sound lines. This check disappears almost entirely
when the lending is done' between governments.
There is small chance that funds which have to be
distributed according to political considerations will
go where they will be most effectively used.

Even this, however, is not the most decisive ob
jection'to this form of capital export. Its ,most
harmful effect is that it invariably produce'S in the
borrowing countries tendencies to develop in the
very opposite direction of that which it is in the
interest of the' United States to further. There can
be no douht that, because of American financial
assistance, governments of many countries now
control economic activity to a much greater extent
than would othe'rwise have been the case. Because
of the form in which the United States has chosen



to provide capi,tal for these countries, their govern
ments, in turn, have become the' main dispensers
of capital.

When a 'government thus becomes the main
source of investible funds, it inevitably speeds up
the process of government domination of business.
I t is an irony, of which the American public has
hardly yet become aware, that in many countries
to which American capital has gone, it has been
used largely to extend state control at the expense
of ,private enterprise. There is more than a germ
of truth in the gibes that the United States has
been financing the socialization of Europe. Socialist
parties have successfully insisted that nationalized
industries get the lion's share of American funds!

This is more or less inevitable with the methods
whi~ch have been employed. It could hardly be ex
pected that capital thus expended would be invested
mainly in sound business propositions. Yet, let me
repeat, I don't think anyone who has 'watched the
recovery of the European economies can seriously
doubt that plenty of opportunities for profitable
investment exist. There is also no lack of able and
trustworthy private borrowers. Nor can it be seri
ously questioned that the individual American
financier would Ibe a better judge than any govern
mental agency of the prospects of any individual
enterprise. The great deterrent, which at the' mo
ment precludes any prospect of a rapid revival of
private lending, ris not lack of economic prospects
but political risk.

I am speaking not so much about the risk of war
as about the ever-present fear that earnings may
be blocked, or there may be discriminatory taxa
tion or expropriation. If the American capit'aHslt
had to worry only about the ability, honesty, and
opportunities of his prospective borrowers or part
ners, there would :be no lack of outlets for the ad
vantageous placing of funds in Europe. But he cer
tainly can not be expected to run the risk of po
litical developments which he can not foresee and
against which he is helpless.

Guarantee for American Investments

. There seems to me here a strong case for a di
vision of functions between American business and
government. Let the American Government, 'while
withdrawing entirely from direct lending, at the
same time 'assume, for a limited transition period,
the role of guarantor of private loans to private
foreign borrowers against political risks, and espe
cially against the risk of the non-transferability of
the proceeds of such investments. The economic
risk of the particular investment-of the borrower's
paying interest, or dividends, and repaying the
eapital in his own country-would still remain en
tirely with the private investor. The United States
Government would merely guarantee that any
money thus paid to his credit in the borrowing
country would become availa;ble in free dollars.

Such a guarantee should of course' be given only
on loans and other investments made while the
borrower's country abided by the understanding on
which the arrangement should be' based. The ap
propriate foundation would be an agreement be
tween ,the United States and the country conce'rned,
in which the latter undertook to refrain from im
posing any obstacles to the transfer of returns
from such investments, from levying discrimina
tory ta~ation, and from acts of expropriation or
confiscation affecting such investment. The country
concerned would, in addition, agree to assume full
responsibility for any debts on which, through its
failure to live up to its obligations, the' guarantee
of the United States Government became effective.
Standard terms for such treaties, to apply uni
formly to all countrie'S willing to enter into them,
would probably best be laid down by Congress.

The country concerned would thus know that the
United States guarantee against political risk for
American investments within its territory would
apply only to inve'Stments made while it abided by
its obligations; and that the flow of capital would
come to an .abrupt stop as soon as a country, by
violating the te'rms of the agreement, forced the
United States Government to discontinue the grant
ing of further guarantees.

Available Alternatives

So far as I can see, there appears to be no case
for extending such a guarantee beyond transactions
between private American lenders and private
European borrowers. I do not suggest, for example,
that private loans to foreign governments or gov
ernment-owned agencies should be included. Nor
does there seem to be any reason, so far as loans
are concerned, to include currencies other than
U.S. dollars. There are, of course, special problems
where investments that are not straight loans are
concerned. In these cases the only safeguard the
investor can ask would seem to be that the country
in which he invests should be bound to maintain a
free market in its currency. This should, therefore,
be one of ,the terms of the agreement on which the
guarantee would be based.

Before the reader dismisses this suggestion as
just another proposal for government interference,
I should like to ask him seriously to consider the
ava:ilaJble alternatives. There is every possible dif
ference between the effects of this kind of arrange
ment and of the political lending to which we have
become accustomed. I believe I object as much as
anyrbody to any direction by government agencies
of e'conomic activity. And I should certainly prefer
a world where this kind of thing could be avoided
altogether. But, unfo~tunately, this country is vi
tally concerned in areas where it has no control
over economic policies. The scheme proposed here
is intended to bring about exactly what, in normal
times, competiHon for American .funds would
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gradually and slowly establish-conditions under
which foreign investment by Americans is guided
entirely by the productivity of such investment.
But we can not wait now for the operation of the
slow process which in the end might create such a
situation. The interval might be fatal.

No Less Alarmed

Thoughtful people in Europe have been no less
alarmed about the corrupting effect of past Ameri
can policies than American observers have been.
But they are justly afraid to express their appre'
hensions, lest the stream of American capital dry
up entirely. I have no doubt, however, that respon
sible Europeans would welcome a scheme under
which future American investment were determined,
not by political priorities, but by considerations of
where the capital would bring the highest return.
This means, practically, where it would make the
largest contribution to the national product.

Under this plan workers should be no less in
terested than management in making their particu
lar industries attractive for foreign investors. At
the same time, the fact that foreign capital would
be available only for paying propositions would
go far to eliminate the demoralizing effects which
the quasi-charitable dispensing of capital has had
in the receiving countries. In the last resort, the
borrower feels less dependent on the provider of
funds when he' knows that the investment is a
sound business proposition and that he pays for
the services he receives, than when ,the whole trans
aci'ion has the character of a political subsidy.

TheTe is no need to have illusions about the
amounts of private capital such a guarantee would
set· into motion, to expect from it highly beneficial
effects. One of its principal advantages would be
that less capital would go much farther. That the
amount available would be more widely, and at the
same time probably more unevenly spread would
also be desirable. What most of the countries con
cerned need is neither ambitious schemes for large
scale developments, nor indiscriminate subsidies to
all their industries. They need moderate amounts
of capitall for those particular firms that promise
gradualandprogressive expansion.

The're is a problem in the fact that most of the
really desira'ble investments would be rather small
by American standards. For this reason I could
scarcely conceive of anything more beneficial to
the capital-importing countries than to be required,
as part of the arrangement, to allow American fi
nancial institutions to operate unhindered within
their territory. However, the misrepresentation
that would surely ensue from such a requirement
makes it probably undesirable to try to impose it.

What ,is the cost, or risk, which such a scheme
would ,involve for the United States Government
and the American taxpayer? In purely financial
terms it would, at the worst, be much less than that

of any scheme of intergovernmental lending. Both
the amounts involved and the likelihood of the de
fault of the d~btors would probably 'be much smaHer.
But this reduction in the possible financial losses
would be only a small part Qf the actual saving. It
is imposs1ible to estimate the direct damage done'
by the methods employed in the past~ and the waste
inevitably involved in them.

Iwirll not contend rthat this scheme is free from
all the defects inherent in ,government interfeTence
with economic affairs. But it is free from its worst
feature. Government control usuallyme'ans that the
use of resources comes to be dertermined entirely
by political considerations. But undeT the scheme
here proposed, the political benefit would !be largely
a consequence of its economic soundness.

Instances occur from time' to time ,when for· non
economic reasons the government must provide the
means for some end which national policy requires.
It is a ,mis1take, howeve'r, to argue that wherever
part of the cost of a necessary activity must be
borne by ,the government, the activity itself had
best be undertaken by the government. The con
trary is often the case. The present seems to be an
instance where much could be -gained in effic'iency
by a clear division of functions between govern
ment and business. We do not have to choose be
tween the government's continuing as large-scale
lender, and the prospect of the recovery of private
lending, in the course of ti'me, as foreign govern
ments gradually mend their ways 'Sufficiently to at
tract private funds. Here is a development that
would be economically sound. On political grounds
the government would like to see it take place'.
Therefore the political risk is one that i,t is not in
appropriate for a government to assume'.

There may be better arrangements than the one
sketched here'. But it seems certain that the prob
lem is one which calls for immediate examination
and on which a clear policy ought soon to be for
mulated.

To a Grey Squirrel
Chatter in the tre'e tops,
Leap along the ground
Dig among the dead leaves
Till an acorn's found.

Scamper up the tree trunk
Bushy Itail held high,
Turn and scan thecountry
With a be'ady eye.

Greetings, brother squirrel,
Here's to heart's desire,
Yours among the oak trees,
Mine beside the fire.

K. WHARTON STURGES



Democracy

By FRED .DE ARMOND

•
In the Schoolroom

"Progres.sive" e,duc'ation in A meric:a threatens ~s

with a generation ,of ignoramuses whose minds wou~d
be an easy mark lor the sinister poli,ticial cree1d
now being prea,ched in .,b.oth textbooks and classroom.

Progressive education is not a new idea. Jean
Jacques Rousseau experimented ,with it in the
eighteenth century, but his startling succession of
illegitimate children proved too much of a handicap
to get his notions accepted; in the nineteenth cen
tury a ISwiss preacher, Johann Heinrich Pesta
lozzi, declared: "We ought to read nothing; we
ought to discover everything," and he set up an
experimental school to carry out this theory; and
an Italian woman doctor named Maria Montessori
developed a system of education in Rome which is
now Wlidely known as the Montessori Method. In
each case the object was the ~ame; to give the
child freedom and the opportunity to learn "spon
taneously." It was a reaction against the' hickory
stick, learning~by-rote system that made schooling
an ordeaL

How far it has come since then may be judged
from the experience of a parent in California who
recently visited her small son's school. She found
about forty children in the classroom howling and
shouting and rushing about like bedemoned elves.
"We're having a spelling contest," the teacher in
formed her. "It's a relay race: each team carries
the letters." Another worried parent visited the
teacher because her daughter after four years at
school couldn't seem to do the simplest form of ad..
dition. "There's nothing wrong," she was assured.
"Just wait untH the child feels the need." But the
bland assurance did not still the mother's mis
g,ivings.

The progressive education movement in America
began with the philosopher John Dewey. Dewey and
his followers believed that education should be tied
more closely to the busine'Ss of living, and that the
schoolroom should be as nearly as possible society
in miniature. They held that the natural impulses
of children could be given more rein; a child de
velops best, they claimed, if he tastes a great deal
of victory and very little of defeat.

From this 'betginning there grew up at Teachers
College, Columbia University, a small group called
the "Frontier Thinkers," men dedicated to the
Dewey doctrine. Conspicuous names in the group
were William Heard Kilpatrick, George S. Counts,
Goodwin Watson, Jesse Newlon, Harold Rugg, and
George W. Hartmann. They were fervent disciples
of reform, and their influence was profound.

The reforms they advocated proved heady ideas

for inexperienced or inept teachers, and in the
hands of school administrators they could all too
easily be carl'lied to unwise and perverted extremes.
That, in fact, :is just what happened. It was John
Dewey's misfortune that the teaching profession
followed his innovations not wisely but too weU.

Diet of Lollypops

The Deweyites preached that education should be
nIade a pleasant diversion for the students instead
of an onerous task, and in time an rincredulous lay
public learned from its pedagogues of the emotional
value of such things as spitball throwing. Children
were placed on an intellectual diet of lollypops. As
one dissident te'acher put it: "There has been a
too enthusiastic irI'ligation of a dry curriculum.
Some of us have become little more than profes
sional baby-sitters."

Emphasis away from the essential skins-the
three R's- allowed young minds to grow up in a
wilderness of weeds. Old-fashioned teachers had
insisted on the value of discipl!ine, both mental
and moral. When discipline as an educational cor
ne'rstone was abandoned, the drill feature was taken
out of education. But it turned out that without
drilling the average student did not learn to read,
write, spen, or figure 'with facility. Contrary to the
promise of the reformers, these accomplishments
did not come spontaneously and easily. Maria Mon
tessori had said that at four years of age a child
would effortlessly learn to read, at five he should
be dabbling in algebra, and at six extracting cube
roots. It just didn't work out that way. In fact, if
this failure is not corrected, the three R's may have
to be given a place in college curricula. Without
these basic tools of learning, higher education is
stymied.

On the moral side the results have been equally
unfortunate. 'The old-fashioned school was a sort
of replica of life, with the teacher personifying
the kind of law and authority which eventually all
citizens must recognize. With the coming of what
the innovators called "democracy" to the school
room, the pupils grew up with an entirely false im
pressiion of life. After years of doing as he' pleased
a young man went to find a job or was drafted into
the armed forces, and for the first time ran, head
on into discipline and authority. It was a shock.
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Nicholas Murray Butler, President of Columbhl
Unive'rsity, where the "new" movement originated,.
reacted strongly against it. It was difficult for him
to understand how any such "preposterous doctr~ne'"

ever received a hearing, he declared. "The plan of
action, or rather non-action, would in its extreme
form first of all deprive the child of his intellectual,.
social, and spiritual inheritance, and put him back
in the Garden of Eden to begin all over again the
life of civilized man. He must be' asked to do noth
ing which he does not like to do. He must be taught
nothing he does not choose to learn. He must not
be subject to disciplline in good manners and sound
morals."

Dr. Robe'rt Hutchins, when he was President of
the University of Chicago, likewise attacked the
tenets of progressive education-in parHcular, its
"de,mocratic" tendency to serve the same mental
menu to those of high, low, and medium capaclity.
The revolt grew to such proportions that Mrs. Isa
belle Buckley in Los Angeles attracted nation-wide
attention with her "no nonsense" private school,.
where she 'went back to fundamentals and required
he'r pupils to work as well as play.

Po,ver Politics ill Education

But there was an even more dangerous aspect to
the "progressive" movement. Along with their revo
lutionary methods of teaching, the Frontier Think
ers coupled strongly socialist or collectivist ideas.
A,t a meeting held at Teachers College, Columbia
University, in 1933, with Harold Rugg as chairmanl'
power politics was first injected into education.
The profit system was asserted to be an excrescence
on the body politic, as John Dewey had long be
lieved it to be'. At that ,meeting the Progressive
Education Association was made a conscious in
strument for attacking the existing system with
the object of lintroducing a new social order in the
United States.

Plans for a new curriculum and a new policy of
indoctrination in the classroom were evolved. Social
studies were to be the propaganda vehicle, the me
dium for the new short cut to implant "social con
sciousness" in pupils. Instead of the disciplines of
biology, physics, and chemistry, a mongrel subject
called "general science" took its place on the cur
riculum. Civil government, economics, and history
also feU !before the onslaught. Nor were these men
mealy-mouthed about the means they proposed to
use. "I helieve we can work with the Communists
and at other times with the socialists," Dr. Newlon
suggested. Dr. Rugg proceeded with a series of
textbooks and teachers' manuals, which through
wides,pread distribution in school systems subtly
sought to discredit the tradi1tional free-market
economy in this country. 'The .group penetrated the
previously ,conservaUve National Education Asso
ciation, which later announced officially that "dying
laissez-faire must be completely destroyed." So ef-
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ficiently did P.E.A. goa-bout its self-appointed re~

form task that the British radical Socialist Harold
Las:IDi congratulated the organization on ilts educa
tional program for a socialist America. "It could
be implemented in a society only where socialism
was the accepted way of life," he salid, "for it is a
'direct criticism of the ideas that have shaped capi
talistic America."

Leveled hy Ignorance

How far this poHtical indoctrination has been
successful we do not yet know, but we do have
means of discove~ingwhat the effects of progre'Ssive
education have been w,ith regard to educati'on itself.
The Gallup Poll reports that nearly forty per cent
of adult Americans do not know what a tariff is;
one in four has not the faintest idea of the mean
ing of inflation; the term "filibuster" is Greek to
half the nation's voters; to two-thirds of them,
"jurisdic1tional strike" is meaningless ; only four
out of ten know what the Electoral College is. Even
more surprising, in view of the modern vogue of
travel, is the ignorance of college students about
the geography of their country. Less than half of
the students examined bya New York Times re
porter in a recent survey had even an approximate
idea of the population of the Un1ited States. Only
seventeen per cent could name the states through
which one would pass in traveling by the most di
rect route from Minneapolis to Seattle.

The final indictment of education today is that
it has produced a generation that is uncritical of
easy panaceas and a ready prey to the demagogue.
There appears to be no correlation between the
extent of a citizen's education and his resistance
to popular fallacies. It is as easy to seH a "bill of
goods" to the college man as to the half-literate
laborer in the cotton rows. John Dewey thought he
had found a short cut to a system that would train
students to think. It has not worked. Says Ganon
Bernard Iddings BeH: "The products of our schools,
for the most part, are incompetent to think and act
intelligently, honestlY,and bravely in this difficult
era." Surely no ,more sweeping indictment of prog
ressiveeducation could be uttered.

On Watching a Calendar Burn
How suitable your small white leave'S should curl
leaving a seared rim underneath the flame
that licks the surface of the days gone by.
The'Se are the iimpotent hours, wasted days,
the creeping weeks and months that make a year.
From the last pyre they wave
their fluttering fanfare of futility,
leaving a mourning band beneath the flame.

CANDACE T. STEVENSON



Breakthrough on the Color Front

By LEE NICHOLS

Racial integration is going ahead fast in ithe U. ~.

Arm,ed Services; as white men and Negroes ifight and
live together they learn tolera·nce and fa mutual
respect which is carried over int\o civilian ,life.

A recently-captured Russian propaganda film pur
ports to show a Negro soldie'r being kicked out of
a GI club for daring to enter and ask for a beer.
Distributed among darker races of the world, it is
part of a growing Soviet campaign to prove the
United States hate'S non-whites.

But recently, as I was having a drink at a GI
club at Camp Lejeune in North Carolina, a Negro
marine sergeant 'walked in, checked his cap, and
ordered a whisky. Sipping it, he stru'ck up a casual
conversation w,ithme and another whiteman. No
body turned a hair. Later.. as we played billiards, a
white GI waiteT asked the sergeant in a southern
drawl, "May I get you something, sir?"

I asked the Negro how he was getting along in
the Marine Corps, which, ten years 'ago, bristled at
the very thought of a colored leatherneck.

"Fine," he repljed. "There's no segregation here.
We work and eat together, and sleep lin the same
barracks. I've learned to like a lot of white people,
and I've been given no reason to think they don't
approve of me'."

The incident spotlights a silent, but successful,
revolution that has taken place in the armed forces.
It is a revolution that will help crumble racial walls
in ,the United States, and could tip the scales for
vdctory in 'another war.

At the start of World War Two, Negroes were
"second-class soldiers." They could join lthe Navy,
but only as stewards. They couldn't get into the
Marines, or fly in the Army Air Corps. The Army
had four aH-Negro regiments which, though com
bat-trained, had many of their men used as orderl1ies
and grooms.

Today the picture is totally different. Colonel
Benjamin O. Davis, Jr., a Negro officer~ is re'Spon
sible for fighter-plane tactics for the entire Air
Force. He commands white subordinates at the
Pentagon and lunches with white officers daily.

Sergeant Cornellius H. Charlton, twenty-one
year-old Negro from New York City, was fighting
"vith his army platoon in Korea. When his white'
lieutenant fell, Charlton took over. He led an attack
on a steep hill, personally wiping out two enemy
positions with rifle and grenades before dying of
his' own wounds. He was awarded the Congresslional
Medal of Honor-one of two army Negroes to get
this top honor in the Korean War to date. N0 Negro
won lit in World Wars One or Two.

The military has played its cards close to its
chest, and the public is still mostly unaware of the
about-face on colored troops. Here are the facts:

The Air Force has no remaining aH-Negro units.
Negro airmen are 'battling MIG's in Korea, in
structing jet pilots in Arizona, servicing inter
continental bombers in England. At Ellington Air
Force Base, in Texas, a football game was scheduled
with a nearby town. rrown officials asked that Ne
groes on the air force team be barred. Instead,
Colonel Benjamin T. Starkey, base commander,
canceled the g;ame. He' reported: "All members of
the team concurred wholeheartedly."

The Army has moved more cautiously. But H
has erased the color line wherever United States
troops are serving in the Far East, is swiftly fol
lowing suit in Germany and other overseas areas,
and is steadily moving toward the same goal at
home. Racial "integration" is complete at all ten
training bases, some in the deep South.. at all officer
and technical schools, and to varying degrees in
the three regular combat divisions stationed in the
United States.

Side hy Side

I visited [the Fort Jackson infantry training cen
ter at Columbia, South Carolina. In its sprawlling
barracks, I watched white boys from Mississippi
cleaning their rifles next to Negroes from Louisiana.
I saw them swimming together in the same pool,
sitting Slide by side in the post movie.

At Fort Bragg, North Carolina, I stood beside
l\tIajor General Charles D. W. Canham, boss of the
Eighty-second Airborne Division, watching Negro
and white paratroopers filing aboard a transport
plane.

"These colored boys are really sharp," he shouted
above the plane's .roar. "They keep the. whi,te boys
on their toes, and they're not afraid to jump."

Colonel Robert Luckey, chief of staff 3!t Camp
Lejeune, told me: "N'egroes make good marines. If
a ma~ine's a rlifleman he goes to a rifle company,
regardless of color; a radarman goes to a radar
outfit. Children of our colored marines go to the
base school with white kids. There's no difference."

The Navy lays claim to trail-blazing this road
by putting whites and N'egroes together on ships
in 1944. A Virginia-born eng,ineer, who was aboard
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a navy tanker in those days, re'called the first
colored fireman assigned to his department. "We
told hi'm he must have come to the wrong place,"
he said. "It seemed pretty strange, but we got
along. We slept in the same compartment."

About 50 per cent of the navy's Negroes are
stiU in the racially-distinct stewards' branch, but
the die is cast. Today Negro bluejackets are doing
practically every job handled by white sailors. They
eat and bunk together, drink beer with white ship
mates at navy canteens ashore.

No More Second-class Soldiers

Negro soldiers and sailors date back to the Revo
lutionary War, when slaves and freedmen fought
the British side by side' with 'white patriots. When
the Civil War came, however, a color line was
drawn that lasted through World War Two. Though
Negro battalions chalked up he'roic achievements,
they were most remembered for their failures. One
regiment went to pieces under attack in World
War One, causing 'commanders to say scornfully:
"The Negro is too emotional to fight a war." "I
saw them run," an officer told me of colored soldiers
in World War Two. Poorly-trained officers and bad
morale, due to discrimination, helped crewte the
failures. Today, military planners are convinced
that Negroes kept apart as second-class soldiers
make second-class fighters.

Late in World War Two, James Forrestal, then
Secretary of the Navy, decided to try an experi
ment. In private life, he had been a contr1ibutor to
racial-improvement groups and knew that Negroes
were rapidly gaining in education and skills. Their
manpower 'was sorely needed, so Forrestal insisted
that the N'avy try m1ixing Negroes in crews of
transports and other auxHiary ships. "They're good
sailors," said a white ship captain.

On February 27, 1946, Forrestal ordered the en
tire Navy opened to Negroes-all jobs,all ships,
all bases. It was only a matter of time' before the
whole military began picking it up. The miliitary's
a:bout-face was executed through stern necessity
plus the :fact that, when t~ied, it worked.

W. IStuart Symingtton, first Secretary of the in
dependent Air Force, took the next step. The old
Army Air Corps had finally let Negroes fly in
World War Two, but trained by themselves and
kept in all-Negro squadrons. After the war, there
were so many Negro pilots, naviigators,and other
specialists, the Air Force didn't know what to do
vvith them. But white air units were woefully short
of skilled men.

Symington talked with Forrestal. "Shove 'em all
together," was his conclusion. The all-Negro wing
at Lockbourne Field, Ohio, was broken up, its air
men sprinkled among bases 'Worldwide.

President Truman pushed the movement along.
On July 26, 1948, he issued an executive order pro
viding for Hequalirty of treatment and opportunity
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for all persons in the armed service'S without regard
to race, color, religion, or national o~igin." He also
set up a civilian committee, headed by Georgia-born
Judge Charles Fahy, to see it was carr1ied out.

The Fahy Committee' found that all-Negro army
outfits could not, of themselves, absorb the poten
tial skills of colored soldiers. This tended to keep
Negroes out of the service's special1ist schools. The
Army agreed this was unfair. In January, 1950,
Secretary Gordon Gray authorized the use' of Ne
groes in any outfit where their skills were needed.
This opened the technical schools to them.

But it was the Korean War that gave the change
real impetus. It was wasteful to build up two sets
of Itrainingcamps when the need was for spe'ed.
And at the front, white units were beling decimated,
while behind the lines all-Negro outfits-which
were! thought not to measure up in comhat--were
over strength.

"Let me mix them in," pleaded General Matthew
Ridgway. "Go ahead," saJid the Penta'gon. Soon
Negro soldiers were' bivouacking wilth whites at
Kumhwa, fighting shoulder-to-shoulder at Capitol
Hill and Sniper Ridge.

"He Saved My Life"

Private Donald Young of Roanoke, Virginia,
twenty-four, white, crouched in his bunker atop
Capitol Hill one night as the' North Koreans were
attacking. A grenade thudded into the bunker. He
tried to kick it out but it exploded under his foot.
"Medic!" he screamed, but no one came. Painfully
he crawled to the next bunker. There in the dark
ness, himself under fire, his squad leader, a Negro
sergeant, tied a tourniquet on the mangled leg,
untwisting it at intervals to restore Clirculation.
Two hours passed. The attack was bewten off.
Young was flown back to the United States, his leg
off below the knee.

I talked with Young at Walter Reed Hospital in
",Tashington, D. C., where he was waiting to be
fitted with an artificial foot. I asked if he expected
to see his sergeant again.

"He can come to my home any time he wants
to," Young replied. "Wouldn't that upset his South
ern neighbors?" I asked. "Maybe so," he said. "But
he saved my life. He's as good a man as I am."

Late in 1951, the Army sent teams of social
scientists to Korea, and bases in :the United St'ates,
to check the effects of racial mixing. They brought
back three thick volumes of some of the most im
portant racial findings ever made~evidence that
men of different races can get along in time of
stress.

Among white officers quizzed in Korea, nine out
of ten rated integrated units equal to, or better
than all-white units in morale, teamwork, ,and ag
gressiveness in !battle. Here are some typical ques
tions asked of the officers:

"In hand-to-hand combat can you depend on the



Negro soldier in an lintegrated unit to hold his
ground better than, not as well as; or about the
same as the white soldier? (Check one)." Two
thirds checked "about the same."

"In an integrated unit do the Negro soldiers
maintain their weapons in good condition better
than, less lweU, or about as well as white soldiers
in combat? (Check one)." Nine out of ten checked
"about as well."

ors in rifle squads then 'were asked to rate each
of their squadmates" Negro and white" in terms of
rrlorale, 'a'ggressiveness, and judgment. The array
teams reported that 1563 white soldiers had scored
Negro members "substantially the same" in both
good and bad qualities as ,whi!tes. In fact, the Ne
groes were credited with slightly fewer cases of
poor morale.

'The ne'arer to mixed units the person questioned,
the more pos,itive was his reply. The remark of a
white division officer assligned to a Negro battalion
under a colored colonel is typical: "I am from
Baltimore and filled with all kinds of race preju
dices from the time I was old enough to listen.
Imagine how I felt. But the colonel turned out to
be one of the finest gentlemen I have ever known.
I would serve under him any time. Because of him
and other ,colored officers, I changed my feelings
about colored 'troops."

The 'Goal is Set

Despite success with racial mixing in training
and combat, ,the services are not trying to force
changes in social patterns. Where there is a possi
bility of conflict the motto is: "Take' it easy." In
the early days of air force integration, colored
airmen at a certain Texas base were "flying" when
white pilots brought their girls to the pool; the
white boys were e'lsewhere when the colored girls
showed up. There was no official order, but a true
gentleman's agreement among men sensible of
Southern fears. Today this is no longer necessary.

The services have a strict rule of no interference
with laws and habi:ts of nei'ghboring communities,
but everyeffo~t is made to smooth relationships.
City fathers at Gre'at Falls, Montana, where few
Negroes live, worried about Negroes coming to the
adjoining air ,base. The base commander sagely
formed them into choral groups, kept them busy
practicing after hours. When Christmas came, he
arranged for them to sing carols at leading churches
-thus letting the townsfolk meet them in church
instead of around saloons. There have been no
serious complaints from Great Falls.

Top officers predicted in advance that racial mix
ing would lead to riots and bloodshed. The reality
was the reverse. Mtilitary men agree there has been
reduced racial tension due to abolition of competing
racial 'groups. The Provost Marshal, or head cop,
at Camp Lejeune toid me: "We've had no trouble
of any klind."

Racial integration is not complete yet. It Inay be
years before the Army is able to abolish its last
all-Negro unit. The Navy still has relatively few
Negro officers, in addition to its racially-distinct
stewards' branch. The Air Force gets minor com
plaints about discrimination from time to time.
But top officials agree that the road is fixed and
the goal unchangeable.

What are the implications for the future?
Right now, integration means a swelling reser

voir of manpower to fight for Ame~ica in any
e'mergency-men whose brain and brawn were
largely wasted in the past. In the long run, it will
have a still unmeasurable effect on this country's
race pattern. Signposts are visible. A Southerner,
who helped "integrate" the Army, moved to the
presidency of a Southern university; soon Negroes
were admiitted there for the first time. Negroes
are learning new skJills that fit them for better jobs.
A storm disrupted delicate equipment at a 'General
Electric plant not long ago. A Negro engineer
fixed it. Asked by the plant manager how he could
do this, when other company engineers were
stumped, he replied: "I did it in the Navy."

FlinaHy, the integration program will raise
America in the esteem of much of the rest of the
world, which long has chided us for preaching de
mocracy while keeping our Negroes behind a wall
of caste. Facts will answer Russia's deadly race
propaganda.

President Eisenhower has promised to end all
segregation in the Armed Force'S. Even without
his help, the trend :will continue. For it is the Ne
groes themselves who have made good, proving
they had it lin them all the time. It is all summed
up in P~ivate Young's description of his colored
squad leader, who saved his life in battle: "He's
as good a man as lam."

There can be no turning back when men end
segregation in their hearts.

He's a Gentleman
"Don't shoot him-he',s agentleman !" This shout
from 'a fellow prisoner-of-war saved Ithe life of a
young soldier :who was escaping ona supply tr'ain.
It happened more rfJhana half-century ago dur1ing
the Boer War. In no subsequent war is it likely
,that 'a sinlHar cry would have caused a sentry to
hesitate; prohably it would have made h1im trigger
happy. A· few weeks 'a'go the escaped soldier-Win
ston ChurchiH-asked the Imian who had saved his
life to drop in at No. 10 Downing Street "for 'a

drink 'and 'a chata1bout old times." Except for that
shout and 'its effect upon the sentry, ,Mr. Chur
chill's long public career would have ended before
it began. The nineteenrbh century concept of the
gentleman, notwithstanding the .derision heaped
upon it, had its compensations 'and its virtues.
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Between ,Two Languages

By HANS NATONEK
A n author exiled from~is mative land describles
the ,dilem,ma 'and lthe pitfalls besetting u writer
who abandons ,his'own tongue !towrite "American."

Many European writers, chiefly Ge'rmans who have
been exiled for two decades, now have found them
selves faced with an unprecedented plight. As the
years wore on,these writers, most of whom settled
in America, started struggling with the dilemma:
should the'Y keep on writing in their native tongue,
or risk the plunge into a new medium?

Most of the orlder writers-like Thomas Mann
declared their unshakJahle adherence to their Mut
tersprache. You can not abandon your mother
tongue, they 'argued; it is the only possession you
have saved from .the downfaH of your world.. A
writer's language is his style; it refle'Cts his per
sonality deve'loped through a lifetime. You c'an
change your citizenship, but you can not drop your
n1ative authorsh1ip. The late Heinr'ich Mann re
garded hilS native tongue asa "dead language" 'and
determined to cling to i;t to the last. It is the pride
and privHe!ge of a man of letters to accept a des
perate situa,tion verging on sBence.

On the other hand, many Continental writers of
the younger generation refused to indu'lge in an
imprac;ticaJI and emotional loyalty to what S'Chopen
hauer reverently called '~Frau Muttersprache." Di
vorced from !their homeI'and to whiC'h they would
not return in the foreseeable future, they took the
decisive step; they succeeded in crossing the lin
guistic di'viding line regarded a's insupe~able, and
found sanctuary in the vast foster-home of the
Engl'ish language. From Joseph Wechsberg to Ar
thur K!oestler, ,they were able to east off the old
garment, 'and proved rem'arkably a,t ease in their
new dre'ss. '

T,here are other instances whi'ch show that the
risky surgery of language-iransplantationcan be
performed without detriment to a writer's style:
Joseph Conrad for,sook hi,s PO~Ii'sh mother tongue
and impressed his personality upon the new me
dium of the English language; and in another
phase of great migration, almost all :the refugee
authors of the Bolshevik Revolution acquired the
language of the 'Country of their exile.

Yet the proililem persists in all its acuteness, and
sees'aws in the ba'lance. Those emigre authors who
be'lieve that they are inseparably tied to their
tongue might rightly point out that Heinrich Heine,
who lived in exile in Paris for the greater part of
his life, would not be Heine if he had shifted from
German to French.

Such reasoning is not entirely applicable to the
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present situation, however. Heine's time and refuge
-Paris of the nineteenth century-were 'Conducive
to writing for a European milieu rather than a
strictly national one. As a matter of f'3:'ct, Heine
wrote as a European, transforming the ponderous
Wagnerian di'ction into the lucidity and levi,ty of
the Fren'ch style. The situation is whoHy different
for Continental writers living in Manhaltt'an or
Hollywood, who have lost cont1act with an unreach
ably remote, dis:maHy divided Europe.

As their exile continued f'ar beyond the end of
the war, the dilemma of many refugee writers
came to a crucial point; they fe1lt they must return,
for their native tongue J:anguished in a vacuum,
and their inteHec'tua'1 battery was running dry. In
Paris and London, "European" was still being
spoken in various forms, the most prevalent of
which was the language of despair of the Sartre
s'ch'Ool. For the Moscow-directed set the return
home was easier; no matter whether the,ir language
was German, Polish, Hungari:an, or Czech, behind
the Iron Curtain only one idiom, ordered by the
Cominform, was spoken and alilowed. Well, home
again, and good riddance!

Complex Problems

These complex problem's troubled me, too: should
I stay or return, cling to my German tongue or
venture upon a ne,w medium of express!ion, and, by
do'ing so, sink my roots deeper into the country
which had given me a haven? The decision was
hard and worked out only by degrees in the course
of time.

As the years of exHe dragged on, I fe'lt ever
more strongly that a wr'iter without a country is a
writer without a l'anguage and vice versa. She (ye'S,
l'anguage to a writer is a beloved woman, mother,
and mistress aliI in one) began to fade, ,as though
she could not survive a chasm of thousands of
mUes and bridge a gulf of indefinite time. I terribly
mis'sed her living presence, the invigorating stream
that flow's between the nation and the individual, 'a
strel3lm in whi!ch language daily renews itself. The
meaningful le'gend of the giant Antheus tells that
he lost his strength when he lost touch with the
soil on wh'i'Ch he stood. The simile fits the predica
ment of a writer's language removed from its
nourishing ground.

,subconsciously perhaps I wa,s actuated by the



psyehic, traum'aitic shock of the N'azi years, which
contributed to my re'luctance to go on writing in
German. In ~ain I told myself that the language of
Goethe, Heine, NietzschQ, to which lowed my in
tellectual :being, 'was innocent. I could not help fee'!
ing that the precious instrument which I had loved
so much and used s,o freely was defiled by the bar
barism into which Germany had sunk in her era
of infamy.

lit was nothing but a nosta'lgic sense of farewell
to my native tongue that stimulated me and kept
me going when, in my first American year, I was
writing my last German book (In Search of My
self, G. P. Putnam'ls Sons, New York). Already
then I anticipated that "to learn a nelw language
in media vitae, to 'learn it intimately as a writer
must know it, is an almos1t superhuman under
taking.... Yet, one day, perhaps, I win stammer a
book in Engl'ish."

In Limbo

But in the following years I was in limbo, be
tween two language'S, loath to write in German and
unable to write in English.

To write in EngHsh---'an ambitious plan, perhaps,
embolded by an elan which i,s happily ignorant of
the perils and piltfalJIs ahead. For, indeed, to change
horses-the winged horse of your creative language
-in the midstre1am of life is an extremely hazard
ous operation. I was dissuaded by many, encouraged
by few.

Little did I have, indeed, to justify my high
flown aspiration. All I brought to this country was
a ridi!culous smattering of an impra'otical school
English. As a boy I had a quaint old English tutor,
a derailed Oxford bachelor of arts who was too
bored to bother much about such trivialities as
grammar and idiomatic speech. Instead of provid
ing his pupH with a workaday everyday English,
he handled his lessons like a .kind of reading club,
enjoying his favorites: Shakespeare, Pope, Addi
son, and other classics. We learned magnificent
sentences by heart-litttle help for those who
wanted only to make themse~ves understood on
their eventual vac:a'tion trip to London.

When I sailed into New York harbor, some
twenty-,firve years later, the faraway lessons of that
odd fellow rose eerily from deep layers of my sub
conscious mind; I wa,s tempted 'to use those rare,
pompous phrases I had once memorized. There
were puzzled falces when, on occa1sion, I slyly
slipped into some s'maH talk just a few "slings and
arrows of outrageous flortune," unaware that I
was "cleaving the generall ear with horrid speech."

On the other hand, when for the first time I en
tered an A'merican drugstore to buy snme shaving
soap, I flunked wretchedly. The clerk stared at me
blankly. My pronuncilation mus!t have made my
words sound somewhat like "saving shop." "If you
mean a savings bank," s'aid the clerk, "there's one

just around the corner." Though I had not the
least use for a savings bank, as things were, I said:
"Thank you very much," and cleared out to save
nlY unshaved face.

Stumbling Blocks and Blunders

My road to the new language, a pilgrim's slow
progress, was strewn wi,th stumbl'ing blocks and
blunders. I did not know where to begin; I might
have sat down on the bench of a grammar school
or as weB have gone to Harvard. I felt like a tiny
ant crawling about the mighty oak tree of the
English language; I nibbled at its ancien1t roots
and pa!wed around the deciduous leaves of slang. I
garnered words with the avidity of a squirrel stor
ing up more nuts than it can ever eat. "No more
words!" a friend advised. "Your best chance of
building up a style of your own is your pristine
approach to a new language."

But when it came to a'cltual writing I felt myself
in the situation of a man selting out on an un
charited ocean in a puny raft. I wanted to ,avaH
myself of all the sources and elements of the Eng
lish language, from the sltately eighteenth cen'tury
prose to the jim-jam" whi,mwhamsy gibberish of
the latest shirt-sleeve Americanese. Anything" be
it archai'C or slangy, was good enough to serve the
urgency of self-expression. I spurned rules and
standards; I mixed colloquia'l puns with the Eng
lish of the King James Bible. Language to me waH
~not a functional ready-to-wear thing that changes
and becomes obsolete like yesterday's garment. My
approach to the new medium was anarchic, self
wiHed-a kind of rape of the new miistress. I was
so desperate that I made fun of the language, and
she retaliated by making a fool of me.

My slcrapbooks were fuH of what I caned the
"language-is-funny-department." Once I suggested
to a publisher the plan of a book entitled "The
Cockatrice ,with the BiHy'cock" (whatever this
meant) beeause the title struck me as relevant to
the absurdi:ties and perplexities of my struggling
language. My agent threw up his hands in dismay,
and the editor shook his head in bewildermen't.

'Those were childish beginnings; in fact I played
with the language as a chUd p'liays with a new toy,
taking it to pieces so as to know everything about
it. But I did not aim at the humor of writing the
"cute" broken English with which so many new
comers tickled the funny bone' of readers.

I had to remember that in my late native tongue
I had been too literate, too ornate and overarticu
late~ Now I had to re-learn that an a solid sentence
needs is a subject, a verb, and a clear object.

Sometimes I felt as if I were playing my simp1e
sonatinas on a piano without strings, and then,
when the instrument did secure strings, they were
often out of tune and dreladfuHy entangled to boot.

Everything a writer is and dreams of being is
related to his native language, whioh has nourished
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him with the vailues of the past. Thus the American
drea'm, the European dream, the Jewish dream, are
deeply woven into ,the writing pattern of authors
of different traditions. As for myself, I was writ
ing and dre'aming "European"-a sunken dream
and Jewish, a reawakened dream; both dreams
clothed themselves in the guise and garb of the
newly acquired American medium. In this invoilved
pr()cess my first language permeated, colored, and
clashed with the second. Words were in confusion
and collision because worlds were in the same con
di'tion of turmoil. I sensed that I had to make a
stylistic virtue of necesisity, transforming short
comings and handicaps into a tour de force.

A 'Spiritual Adventure

Change of language is a spiritua'l adventure that
stimulate'S and tries a wriiter's being. As his mother
tongue wilts Iittle by EttIe, he experiences the
wonder of a new world slowly coming to life. The
transition is a nlutually conditioned process, pain
ful as departure and blissful as arrival.

A writer can hardly move on a double-track of
media; losing the one he gains the other. It's an
exclus;ive choice like great love. But his native
tongue is lost on'ly in the sense that the seed must
vanish to unfold in a new flower. The underlying
law is Goethe's Stirb und Werde ("Die and Be").
The birth of a language may, indeed, mean a sort
of rejuvenation, the rebirth of a m'an.

I have often been asked: "Do you think, dream,
and pray in English?" If this be the fina'l test I am
not yet quite sure. I was pleased, though, to dis
cover lately that, talking with myself, the sentences
spontaneously took shape in English. I regard this
as a good omen. I hope I'll soon graduate to dreams
and prayer. To speak simply as a child, to pray,
and to dream-these things 'make a writer in any
l'anguage.

"K H- f Y "nown lID or ears
A couple of weeks back, Earl Wilson, the gossip
cO'lumnisit, wrote that Drew Bierkowitz was back in
town. Mos'treade1rs paissed over the item without a
second thought, bUlt the name caused a chuckle in
certain circles~and underst'andahly.

Mr. B'erkowirtz wa,s born in 1945. Or, rather, he
was inven'ted tha't year. He was the brainchild of a
pair of laughseekerrs: George Frazier, the magazine
wri,ter, and Al Horwitz, the movie public1ist. It
s'eems that Paramoun:t Pictures was screening ap
plicanrts for the job of public relations chief, and
the Hollywood-Broadway set was buzzing with ru
mors as to who would land the lucrative position.
Frazier and Horwitz decided the suspense was just
too much, and it was time someone got the job. So
they invented Drew Berkowitz, and "hired" him.
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A few weH--placed phone calls set the wheels in
motion, and before the day was out Berkowitz was
a weH...known character. Frazier bumped into an
MGM executi've that evening, mentioned Berko
wi'tz, and was told : "Yeah, I heard."

"Who is he?" innocently a,sked Frazier.
"Oh, he's been around on the Coast for years,"

the execut1ive replied.
"Do you know him?" Frazier asked.
"Known him for years," was the reply. "1''1'1 ten

you something else," he added. "Drew won't hold
that job for three months-drinks too much."

Frazier and Horwitz saw to iit that Berkowitz
was listed in Variety's "LA to NY" column, which
names celebritie!s who are bound for New York
from Los Angeles. They worded it around tha't he
was stopping at the St. R'egis. The hotel manage
ment never did figure out what to do wi,th the nu
merous invitations to cocktail parties and the phone
me'ssages for the guest who never arrived.

The gossip columnists heard about the fabulous
Mr. Be'rkowiltz, and a number of iltems appeared in
print regarding his a'ctivities whHe in Manhattan.
He had a date wilth Lana Turner. He bought an
expensive trinket for one of the season's more
glamorous dehutantes. He was cited as a big
spender. He slapped Toots Shor on the back. Frazier
and Horwitz took E1arl Wilson into their confidence,
and he added to the flame· of gossip. And so, despite
the fact that Berkowitz never materialized, his
name has continued to pop up in conversation and
in the columns through the years.

Berkowitz is not the only fiictitious man-about
town whos'e name appears in the gossip columns.
There have been a dozen or more in recent years
whose reputations have oUitstripped the wildest
dr'eams of their pranks1ter-inventors. Henry Cutlip
never existed, eiither, but mention his name to some
of the shr'ewdest men in town and they'll acknowl
edge that they knew him. CulHp was a wealthy
Kenltuckian who made :miHions in OhHe. In zinc.
He came to New York a couple of times a year,
was seen in the smarter dinner clubs with leading
female members of cafe society, tossed $100 bills
around with abandon, then hurried back to South
America to recuperate from his sprees and attend
to his mining interests-said the columnists.

CuUip was invellited by a pres'S agent. This wals
no prank, ,but a business necessity. The pUblieist
numbered among his cUents a Madison Avenue ho
tel, a night club and several restaurants. Naturany,
Cullip was a guest at his hostelry and f'requently
dropped into his nightclub and his dining places.
But Henry Cullip became ,a nuisance. Other press
agents began to tell the columnists th'at CuHip was
a patron at oither restaurants and late spots, and
his inven1tor decided Henry had to disappea'r.

So, unlike Drew Berkowitz, who looks like living
to a ripe old age, Henry CuUip died. He was "~Hled"

in a mining dis'aster. In Chile. Zinc, you know.
TIM TAYLOR



I BOOKS AND THE ARTS I
An Extrovert Poet
It was a little unfair to Carl Sandburg's auto
biography to put on such a whale of a publicity
cam'paign for li,t. The book is very good, very char
acteristic, in some places beautiful and moving,
but the publicity campaign was Homeric. It seemed
as though the whole nation rose up 'Spontaneously
to carry wreaths and drag bouquets of bay and
laurel, drink toasts and spout orations to its best
loved poet on his seventy-fifth birthday. It was
like a tidal wave rising suddenly and mysteriously
out of a quiet sea. That his seventy-fifth birthday
happened by no mysterious chance to coincide with
the publication date of Always Ute Young Strangers
(Harcourt, Brace and Company, $5.00), and that
thi,s tidal ,wave was generated, not by a submarine
volcano trying to ease itself of pent-up flames, but
by 'a publisher trying to seU a book, didn't matter
much. That is the 'way things are done in America.
After all, if Carl hadn't been a ,well-loved and
widely ,admired poet, the tidal wave would have
been a flop. St'atesmen would not have hastened to
his banquet, radio and television 'would not have
broadcast him, magazines and newspapers would
not have quoted his modest remarks and played up
his photogr1aphs. It wasn't phony, it was just very
Americ'an.

Carl pays a moving tribute to his father at the
end of this book, and concludes it: "Only by 'com
parison :with strutting fools and sinister schemers
in high places, victims of nameless thirsts that ,will
never be quenched, strumpets of fame and fortune,
can I look at the days and deeds of August Sand
burg and say he was a somebody rather than a
nobody even though . . . his name never got once
into a newspaper till he died." It's a nice thing to
say about one's father, or any man, but it sounds
kind of funny when Carl has just succeeded in
getting his own name into ne'wspapers on such a
grand sc'ule. Nor do the preceding clauses chime
with his fervent efforts during the' recent presiden
tialcontest to keep the Truman gang of schemers
and strumpets of fortune in their high places.

However, th.is is not a political argument-at
least it did not set out to be! I meant merely to
show ,that if you look for deep, humble, and medi
tativeself~knowledge in this autobiography, you
will be disappointed. It carries the author through

By MAX EASTMAN

his childhood and youth in the town of Galesburg,
Illinois, and through nineteen different occupations
-bottle-washer, office boy, painter's apprentice,
soldier, hobo, icehouse worker, and the like'--up to
his twenty-first year when he got a job in the Fire
Department and decided, between fires, to go to
college. But it contains no unique or penetrating
reflection about any of these jobs or experiences.

What it does contain, and that pervadingly, is a
great stre,am of kindly love, an inexhaustible neigh
borly warm interest in-and hence phenomenal
nlemory about-pretty nearly everYlbody, it seems,
who lived in that town. I 'am sure no autobiography
ever before! contained so 'many heroes unrelated
except by the magnetism of his own outgoing good
win to the 'author. It is really the history and
demography of ,a Midwestern settlement, la sort of
Middletown with love instead of sociology setting
up the 'card 'Catalogue. Hardly more than 200 of the
445 pages of this book are Car,l Sandburg's life
story. A whole chapter, which I thought the best
in the book, is devoted to the lives and characters
of cer'tain "PioneeTs 'and Old Timers," who settled
Galesburg and put it on the map. Another chapter,
"\vhich I found tiresome, is a mere catalogue of
boyish quips and proverbs, rhymed cliches, re
partees, wisecracks, and nonsensical remarks like
"W'hat"s your name? Puddin Tame, ask me again
and I'll t'ell you ,the same." (Galesburg has it
"Puttin Tarin," but I give you my Elmira version.)

A different precious thing this book contains is
the occasional lurking glow or daggerlike glint of
a phrase of poetry-the same that makes such rich
ore of Garl Sandburg's free verse.

"The taste of watermelon was there in a thirst
on his tongue."

"I learned a word for what my feet kept sing
ing, 'chilblains.'"

"Tillie w'as slim and in a waltz light as a white
feather ina blue wind."

"The barn, the 'corncribs, the fields, would miss
him. The winds would miss him, the winds he
listened Ito in the corn leaves, the rusty brown
curls of cornsilk and tassels, the w'ind that rustled
soft in his red ,beard on zero mornings when the
snow lay white on the yellow ears in the bushel
basket at the corncrib. I t could be that in the
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grave his hands might dream of Illinois corn and
the seasons he had spent with it from plowing and
sowing tiH falltime and the harvest wagons."

Another value not unrelated to this is the un
lite'rarious tone and texture of Sandburg's prose.
It has a ,quality like offhand talk, a trait he shares
with Ernest Heming,way-although now that I've
said that, I remember one day in Paris" when his
In Our Time was first published, de'scribing the
style to ,Ernest himself as "straight talk," and he
said: "I like that." Any'way,whether str,aight or
offhand or both, there is a. similarity here. You
might almost in some passages call Sandburg Hem
ingway with a heart.

I don't mean to suggest any influence or imita
tion on either side. It is just something that
A'merica had to produce in order that the words of
her prophet, Walt Whitman, should be fulfilled
words of revolt against European feudal polish,
against refined, high-toned culture, 'against every
thing, in fact, that was ever put between the covers
of a book.

"This is no book. Who touches this touches a
man."

I have gone along 'with this revolution right from
the start. In fact, I was trying to arrange for a
Russian translation of In Our Time when the above
conversation with Hemingway occurred. I also pub
lished some of Carl Sandburg's most obstreperous
poems in the old Masses and Liberator long before
his first book appeared. But when it goes to the
point of consecrating bad grammar, and especially
violations of the logic of grammar, I find myself
peering around to see if the counter-revolution isn't
setting in. With Ring Lardner thisvvay of writing
was play; it was the play of a humorous genius;
and it was sustained. But when a serious write'!',
who confesses to a college education, drops in a
slug once in every twenty...lfive pages or so" which
reads like this: "I went back to bed and slept
good"; or "I still had throat pains and was weak,
for two days eruting little on account of it hurt to
swallow"; or "He lifted. his two hands away up
over his head like it showed on the back cover,"
I 'can't see the sense lin it. It doesn't realize~ Whit
man's ambition that the book should be a man
not permanently anYway. In the first place, the'
man, Carl Sand'bu'rg, unless my memory fails me,
doesn!t talk that way. And in the second place,
what :will ibe there' in the future, supposing the
book lives? Either the language will take over
these ungrammatisms and make them "correct," in
which case nothing will be there, -after all, but
literature. Or else the language won't take them
over, in which case they will soon go out of fashion,
and nothing will be there but bad grammar.

So much serious talk about a trivial thing!
Yet ma~be it isn't so trivial either. Maybe this
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rather sophomoric trick of putting bad grammar
in a good book symbolizes or concentrates upon it
self a vaguer feeling of dissatisfaction that Carl
Sandburg 'leaves with us. He has a rare and
startling way of talking, a highly and heavily in
dividual gift of language. And he expresses emo
tional thoughts about all kinds of things. But the
thoughts are not rare and individual. The task of
thinking suggested by this extraordinary gift of
expression has not been maturely carried through.

Carl Sandburg has got his name associated, as
monumental biographer, with that of Abraham Lin
coln, but he has not made his voice clear in the
great struggle of freedom against tyranny that is
being fought out in our time.

Transcendent Frustration
The Second Sex, by Simone de Beauvoir. Trans

lated and edited by H. M. Parshley. New York:,
Alfred A. Knopf. $10.00

Mlle. de Beauvoir has written a "monumental"
book about women. She has examined them cross
ways through the ages against the economic and
social structure of all history; and she has ex
amined them up-and-down through their biological
and psychological nature and as they appear in
literature. Her perspective is that of existentialist
ethics, she says, and it appears that existentialis,t
ethics give rise to two concepts, transcendence and
immanence, and to the word "liberty." "Exploits"
or "projects" serve as the mode of transcendence
and achieve "liberty ,through a continual reaching
out toward other liberties." When transcendence
falls back into immanence, "there is a degradation
of existence into the 'en-soi'-the brutish life of
subjection to given conditions-and of liherty into
consltraint and contingence." See what I mean
"monumental"? But let's keep going.

Poor woman aspires to full membership in the
human race, being naturally free and autonomous
like all human creatures, but lives and has lived in
a "world where men compel her to assume the
status of the Other."

She is a product elaborated by civilization, and
Mlle. de Beauvoir elaborates this elaboration. There
is everything, but everything, about women in this
book, including the kitchen stove. Yes, because
"the cook's effort is evidently transcended toward
the future."

There are brief moments of transcendence
throughout history too. The hetairas were brilliant
exceptions to woman in Greece, "free to make dis
posal of themselves and of their fortunes, intelli
gent, cultivated, artistic, they were treated as per
sons" and "by virtue of the fact that they escaped
from the family and lived on the fringes of society,
they escaped also from man." So they seemed to
him "fellow beings, almost equals."

Under Roman law woman "could inherit, she had



equal rights with the father in regard to the chil
dren, she could testify." Through her dowry, she
escaped conjugal oppression; she could divorce and
remarry at will. But she had "no concrete employ
ment of her powers," so she "was free-but for
nothing."

In the Middle Ages, in France, the unmarried or
widowed woman had all the rights of man as pro
prietor of a fief. "She even played a military role
... there were female soldiers before Joan of Arc,
and if the Maid caused astonishment, she did not
scandalize."

In the eighteenth century woman's freedom con
tinued to increase. "In politics the names of Mme.
de Pompadour and Mme. du Barry indicate woman's
power; they really controlled. the State," and women
of the working classes managed business. (This is
France, too.)

By the middle of the nineteenth century women
were beginning to go great guns throughout the
vVestern world in obtaining abstract rights.

At this point, however, Mlle. de Beauvoir dives
under. "Abstract rights have never sufficed to as
sure to woman a definite hold on the world." So
here we go into deep analysis, into examining what
in-men's-eyes-she-seems-to-be, myths, myths-and
reality, history, rwom1an's life today, in childhood,
as young girl, sexual initiation, Lesbianism, social
life, prostitution, married life, old age-and wom'an
as mother.

As ·mother, Mlle. de Beauvoir thinks women are
a wash-out. "Maternity is usually a strange mix
ture of narcissism, altruism, idle daydreaming,
sincerity, bad faith, devotion, and cynicism." The
danger threatening the helpless infant is that the
mother "is almost always a discontented woman:
sexually frigid, socially inferior to man," and she
has no definite grasp on the world or on the future.

Now Mlle. de Beauvoir says that she is not de
fining the fortunes of women in terms of happiness
but in terms of liberty, and that is ·her right. So
let us see what she means by liberty. In her chapter
on the "independent woman" of today ("the free
woman is just being born"), she repeats that the
"mere" combination of the right to vote and a job
is not emancipation. "Working today is not liberty.
Only in a socialist world would women by the one
attain the other."

Then she says: "A world where men and women
would be equal is easy to visualize, for that pre
cisely is what the Soviet Revolution promised."
The italics are hers. And this is the promise that
she looks forward to: "women raised and trained
exactly like men were to work under the same con
ditions and for the same wages. Erotic liberty was
to be recognized by custom, but the sexual act was
not to ,be considered a 'service' to be paid for;
woman was to be obliged [again the italics are hers,
and surely it would be Papa State that would iIi
sist] to provide herself with other ways of earning
a living; marriage was to be based on a free agree-

ment that the spouses could break at will; ma
ternity was to be voluntary, which meant that con
traception and abortion were to be authorized [she
didn't underline 'authorized'] and that, on the
other hand, all mothers and their children were to
have exactly the same rights; pregnancy leaves
were to be paid for by the State, which would as
sume charge of the children, signifying not that
they would be taken away from their parents, but
that they would not be abandoned to them." Again
the italics are hers.

Thus through 732 pages of frustration, of im
manence, with here and there a dash of transcend
ence, we get around to "liberty," and we see it be
trayed in the name of the State.

Mlle. de Beauvoir's study of women was pub
lished in France in 1949. In 1948 she spent four
months in the United States on a lecture tour and
published a book soon thereafter in England called
America Day by Day. From this book it would
seem that both men and women in the United
States are equally far from "liberty," though this
country, she concedes, "appears as a realm still in
transcendence." The trouble is that "in America
the individual is nothing. He is the object of an
abstrac1t cult [of indi,vidualism, I think she means] ;
convince him of his individual value and you arrest
in him the awakening of the collective spirit; com
pelled to fall back on himself, all concrete power is
taken away from him." We just don't care about
ideas in the United States, she adds. So we're pas
sive-no collective spirit-no "liberty." Hi-ya,
brother Americans.

On the whole, The Second Sex is a long, sad
story. It is too sad. It is too long. The book is one
vast plain of level comment. There are so few hills
and valleys; there is so little compassion for
woman's struggles and failures. There is neither
bitterness nor tears nor pity-for women or men.
And men through the ages must have thought of
themselves, whatever their projects or exploits, as
the second sex, too. Perhaps existentialist ethics
forbids feeling. Anyway, her trip through all the
world's experience is, like her four months' trip
through America by bus-sight-seeing and snap
judgment. One can agree with much that she wishes
women to achieve, but in the United States volun
tary effort had already cleared the air before this
book was written, and her insistence seems old
fashioned when it doesn't rankle and bore.

Yet to undertake the trip was adventurous; Mlle.
de Beauvoir's curiosity is lively, her collection of
facts arranged with scholarship, and her impres
sions written with clarity.

And she is fortunate in her translator. Dr.
Parshley is professor of zoology and long a teacher
at Smith College. He is able to correct Mlle. de
Beauvoir on her statistics here and there, to remind
her of differences in the chromosomes, and to agree
with her in her descriptions of the lot of the female
and her hopes. RUTH PICKERING
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Literary Unction
Willa Cather: A, Critical Biography, by E. K.

Brown. New York: Alfred A. Knopf. $4.00
Willa Cather Living, by Edith Lewis. New York:

Alfred A. Knopf. $3.00

The late Edward Brown opened his biography of
Willa Cather with a quotation from one of her early

.stories that dealt with an English lord: "I mean to
touch only on such facts of his personal life as
have to do directly with his work." According to
Brown's interpretation of Willa Cather's work, she
was semistarved by the thinness of tradition and
the cultural backwardness of Red Cloud, Nebraska,
found a partial solution through her interest in the
European expatriates who we're farmers in the re
gion (and ,who were thus carriers of an older civili
zation), and at last, in Death Comes for the Arch
bishop, triumphantly realized her potentialities by
basing her art on the 'culture, at once old and rich
and native, of the "Spanish" iSouthwest.

Edith Lewis's Willa Cather Living is an unpre
tending memoir, begun originally as a note on
Willa Cather, with whom she lived for forty years,
prepared for Brown's guidance in writing his biog
raphy. It provides no inside glimpses of the novel
ist's life or habits of thought, having rather the
value of a recapitulation of the record by someone
with an intimate knowledge of the subject. It be
gins in Lincoln, Nebraska, in 1903, when Miss
Lewis, then a college student~ 'was invited to meet
the thirty-ye.ar-old Willa Cather, whose writings
she admired. The meeting was arranged by an un
conventional Lincoln heiress, Sarah Harris, who
published a newspaper:

When the maid showed me into the parlor, Willa
Gather and Sarah Harris were having a spirited
discussion about something-I have no idea what
and after I was introduced they paid no attention
to me, but continued their conversation....

There are many touching incidents in Miss
Lewis's account of her life with Willa Cather, re
ports of trips West togeother-"We would take the
Burlington which left Chicago at five in the after
noon and ride all the next day across Nebraska
and Colorado"-and poignant descriptions of trivial
adventures, like being out all night when they got
lost searching for cliff dwellings in the Southwest.
It is touching because of the many well-written
descriptions of small hotels in remote places, de
tails on the hotel-keepers land their families, sight
seeing in Europe, and re-ports of wonderful secluded
summer places in New Hampshire and Canada,
iescribed down to the last tree on the unpeopled
hillside. All of it adds up to a picture of lonely
spinsterhood living the official cultural and artistic
life of the period, all1the more affecting because in
the view of Miss Le'wis, and of Brown as well, riit
approached the ide;al in its immeasurable superior
ityto the dull stagnation of Red Cloud.
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Brown did not make ,much use of Miss Lewis's
long memoir. It :is far better than his biography,
and in fact a case could be made that it ii better
than much of Willa Cather's writing. Its great de
fect is its impersonality: one wonders why anyone 
who knew the author so well should have been. con
tent to work over the sort of material found in
newspaper cUppings. Picking and choosing in
accordance 'with his theory, Brown also ignored the
wealth of material on Red IOloud found in The
World of Willa Cather, by Mildred Bennett, pub
lished in 1951. 'Or, if that book appeared too late
for him to make use of it~ he showed an unaware
ness of the 'colorful and sometimes mysterious in
dividuals that Mrs. Bennett found among Willa
Cather's neighbors. By some freak of geography
and history, Red Cloud was filled with' remittance
men, Scottish lords raising sheep,music teachers
who had been friends of the Queen of Italy,
musicians who had played 'with Ole Bull, veterans
who had been friends of Grant in Galena, ambitious
prostitutes who married the ,promising young men
of the town, an old friend of Washington Irving,
and a primitive blind Negro pianist named Boone
who played electrifying music in the Holland House.
Mrs. Bennett, the wife of a Red Cloud physician,
recorded these individuals and their careers with
out comment. Brown does not mention them. It is
essential to his theory that Red Cloud should be
dull, and Willa Cather should be' a rebel who "threw
herself impetuously against the way of the majority
and sought out the exceptions, the dreamers, the
nonconformists, the questioners."

Sometimes his theory leads him to absurdities.
He writes at some length of the shock to Willa
Cather of her father's death, without mentioning
that her father was then eighty years old. He tells
of a Catholic priest from the Southwest, returned
to Spain and invited to choose any painting from a
nobleman's collection, who instinctively chose an
El Greco-a Middlewesternpreacher, he says,
'would have chosen a daub. In fairness to Brown it
should be emphasized that he did not live to com
plete his bodlc The work ,was completed by his
friend (and fellow..JCanadian) Leon Edel, the
authority on Henry James and former liter,ary
editor of the vehemently leftist New York Compass.
Edel descri1bes Brown's qualifications for his task
by recollecting their studies at the Sorbonne, in the
period ibefore Brown became a professor at the
University of Chicago:

We lunched almost daily during those Parisian
days in a little cremerie on the Boulevard Saint
Michel, where E.K. was particularly fond of their
omelette du confiture, and on that pleasant terrasse
we talked much of Flaubert and James, of Joyce and
Proust, of form, of architecture, of what Miss Cather
came to describe as the novel derneub le . . .

As a result, Brown's Ibook comes about as close
as possible to being the orthodox contemporary
version of an American literary career. The dull



small town, the college where "the dreary church
ine'Ss and bustling women's clubs could not suppress
the llold imagination of an occasional professor,"
journalism that drained the author's talent, are all
in it. Like Mizener's book on F. Scott Fitzgerald,
Berryman's on Stephen Crane, and most of the
volumes in the recent Men of Letters series, Willa
Cather: A Critical Biography is suffused with a

kind of literary piety, as stereotyped in its own
way as the portraits of captains of industry that
Samuel Crowther used to write for the Saturday
E'vening Post. In the 'twenties, when Ariel and
lJtloon Calf were best sellers, 'the artist was pre
sented as wholly blameless, and the environment
that blocked him as altogether without redeeming
features. These new biographies are more' sophisti
cated, but their basic pattern is the same, and is
no more accurate.

It does not fit the facts, either with regard to
the history of the towns or the characters of the
writers. Willa Cather was a rebel in Red Cloud;
.she had her haircut like a boy's, dressed in boy's
clothe'S, played mas'culine parts in amateur theatri
cals, and in picnics with her brothers on the Re
puhlic:an River seems virtually to have been a boy,
though in her boyish high spirits there was little
of the Tom Sawyer or Huckleberry Finn. But Mrs.
Bennett's rbook on Red Cloud makes it plain that
these were minor deviations among the many to be
found there. If Willa Cather 'was a sensitive spirit
at war with her environment, one of the most strik
ing indications of it was her desire to become a
doctor, which led her to dissect cats, and even
somehow got her to assist at an embalming. (At
this point, it must be admitted, even Brown be
comes mildly ironic.) The insensitivity or the lack
of culture in a community which failed to recognize
these artistic yearnings in a growing child is not the
real problem.

Consequently there is an unctuous air in these
new literary biographieS, and they narrow the
whole drama of imaginative writing to an intel
lectual sob-story. They are not exactly self-pitying,
though there is a good deal of sentimentality in
them; and if they are only ocC'asionally really !hypo
criitical, they are pervaded throughout by a lofty
and long-suffering air, as the artist 'moves at last
to hismisera:ble end-forgotten in Hollywood, like
Fitzge'rald, or like Willa Cather growing old in her
Park Avenue rapartment. It should be added that in
all of them quotations from the novels are worked
into the narratives. Passages that se~med entirely
commonplace when we first read them in the Satur
day Evening Post, or in the best seller of that par
ticular year,are now discovered to be freighted
with extraordinary significance. In fact, whole
stories and novels that seemed commonplace when
first rerad .are found to possess philosophic depths
and artistic merit that one rwould not have thought
to attribute to Turgeniev. The reader hardly knows
w'hetheT to Ibe abashed at having failed to perceive

such merits, or to return to his first impression,
and conclude that they really were commonplace.

ROBERT CANTWELL

Let's Take the Initiative
Containment or Liberation? by James Burnham.

New York: John Day Company. $3.50

Consridering how much noise and emotion has been
churned up around containment and liberation
the competing concepts of Western policy toward
the Soviets-remarkahly little has appeared 'about
them in book form. There is, of c1ourse, George
Kennan's American Diplomacy, 1900-1950, embody
ing his two famous articl'es on Soviet-American re
lations. Then there is Barhara W'ard's Policy for
the West, a longer and stronger defense of the
s'ame thesis.

The contribution by J,ames Burnham is there
fore highly welcome to balance the s'core. The ques
tion-mark in his Containment or Liberation? is in
the title, not in the book. Its mood is not interroga
tive. Burnham hars written a powerful, and in this
reviewer's opinion irrefutable indictment of con
tainment in theory and in practirce, and a brBUant
exposit:ion of its alternative. His best points, lim
pid reasoning and a re'strained srty'le., are on display
in this volume even more impressively than in his
two preceding books in the same subject area, The
Struggle for the World (1947) and The Coming De
feat of Communism (1950).

'The book comes at a useful juncture in our for
eign affairs, at a Mme when the failure of conrt'ain
ment is being widely recognized, and an approach,
at least, to a policy of liberation is being made by
the new Administration. In his address on the State
of the Union, Presiident Eisenhower made two re
vealing decl'arations close to the he'art of the issues
examined in Burnham's book.

The first was that "we shaH never acquiesce in
the enslavement of any people in order to purchase
fancied gain for ourselves." This amounts to a re
pudiation of the central hope of containment, which
is to buy security flor what remains of the free
world by abandoning the peoples in Stalin's re'alm
to their fate. Probably Eisenhower bad in mind
only the populations enslaved since the end of the
war. But his s'tatement, if carried to its logicarl
limifts, would cover also enslavements imposed by
the Kremlin before the war, ever since its seizure
of power in 1917.

The second declaration w,as to the effec1t that we
propose to win the cold war, as the best means of
preventing a shooting war. This again rejects the
essence of the policy of containment, the goal of
Which is not to win but to est:3Jblish a permanent
stalem'ate: to build up "situations of strength" to
enarble us to negotiate an enduring division of the
globe into Soviet and free sections.

Beeause the Administration has gone that far
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in its thinking~ it needs help in ex:tric'ating itself
from the swa!mps of the rejected containment policy.
Burnham offers that help in generous me!asure and
in convincing form. He exa-mines the as!sumptions
of containment and exposes them as self-delusions.
But even within the confines of its own assump
tions, he shows, containment has been a dismal
flop. It has f-ailed to contain. It has not created
positions of strength. Being wholly negative and
defensive, offering no horizons of hope or of dy
namic action, it has nour,isihed a debilitating neu
t~alism in Europe.

A good h'alf of the book is devoted to geopoliticall
considera'tions as they im;pinge on p'oli'cies vis-a.-vis
Soviet Russia. The Communilslts hold the Heartland
of Eurasia. Our common-sense purpose should be
to frustrate the consolidation of its immense po
tenti!al of power, to keep it off bal,ance, to cut across
Staliin's com,mun'icartions and make our own power
effective in the H'earUand. The mi'sehief of con
tainment, however, is precliisely that it rules out
any such intrusion in the Soviet sphere, and there
fore guarantees the enemy unmolested opportunity
to fortify himself to the utmost.

Because it is defens,ive, moreover, and concerned
only with the periphery of the enemy area, con
tainment has nurtured f!aHacious military plans at
our end. Its effect ha,s been to siphon off our
limited reiSources for surface warfare-for a show
down between opposing armies. Unfortunately we
are hopeles'sly out'matched in such a contest by rea
'son of the vaslt Communist superior,ity in numbers.

A strategy for victory today can not be based on
a miscellany of forces and weapons. It must be fo
cused and selective. "The great strategist," says
Burnh'am, "se'arches for the key to the s'ituation."
And today that key, so fa-r as the American "island"
is concerned, is invincible air power to assure com
mand of the a'ir ocean, even as Britain in the pre
avi'ation era maint'ained invincihle naval force to
guarantee comm'and of the seas. "The policy of
containment leads to military plans which pl'ace
their primary emphasis on land arimieis. . . . But
defeat i,s absolutely certain if the result depends
on the sizes of two land ar'mies." To suppose that
we can generate adequate surf!ace force' and su
preme airpower simultaneously is to ignore seli
evident limitations on our totall m'anpower, indus
trial potential and natura'l resources.

The chapter on "Land, Se:a, Air," indeed, is it
self worth the price of adm'ission. BasicaUy Burn
ham follows the thesis of wh'ich Miajor Alexander
P. de Seversky is the foremost exponent, at points
almost in his words, though curiously he fails to
give Seversky the sHghtes't credit. The Seversky
view is entire~y pertinent to the conta'inment
versus-Uberation argument. Only When we stop
thinking in terms of defending an endles's number
of scattered are,as an over the globe as contain
ment require,s, only when we choos'e to concentrate
on dete~rent offensive power cap'ahle of being ap-
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plied directly ag1aJiust Stalin's He'artland, will
America's naturall advantages of technology and
temper,ament have full play.

In the finall section the book tackles the positive
values and poss'i1bHities of a bold and consistent
policy of liberation. The immedilate need is to break
with the futile and self-bleeding philosophy of con
tainment, which ils "virtuaHy a permanent offer to
be diverted at the will of the opponent." Directly
or through its externall appar,atus the Kreml1in has
only to stir up trouble in any part of the world it
selects to divert our energies and resources to that
spot.

H'aving made a resolute commitment to ultimate
liberation of mankind, including the one-third in
the Soviet domain, from the Red nightmare, we
must convey that decision to the whole wo~ld, un
equivoc:ally. Both the Unilted States and its poten
tial allies, including tens of millions of the Krem
lin's subjeets in its own countries, wHI then have
been freed for dynamic, humanly ins'piring action
-not to perpetuate the Communist evil but to
eradicate it.

"A policy of liberation," Burnham wr,ites,
"would apply in all major spheres: military, eco
nomic, psycho/logical, diplomatic, poatical. It would
not be easy or cheap" nor could it promise imme
diate and m'agtc,al results. It would not require that

. We,stern Europe and the Far Eiast should hence
forth be left out of account, or even that the bulk
of anti-Soviet effort, quantItatively considered,
should be directly applied to actions affecting East
ern Europe.

"What the policy of liber,ati1on first and essen
tiany means is a parti'cular focus or perspective.
Granted always the axiomatic priority of the home
front, it means the view that the key to the situa
tion is what happens and what can be made to hap
pen in Eastern Europe, Europe from the Iron Cur
tain to the Ura,lis."

He cite,s, by way of exa'mples r;atthe'r than as
definitive· proposals, many types of act'ion open to
us in "making things happen" behind the Iron
Curtain. If we have not seen such things clearly,
it is because of the defeatis'm, the over-estimate of
Soviet monolithic strengith, of whieh con'tainment
poHcy is an expreission and which is in turn rein
forced by that poUcy. For inst'ance, "who has de
creed tha:t the Army now commanded by M'arshal
RlOkossovski must inevitahly fight for the Krem:lin?
It wHI, if AmeriCian policy forces it to do so. . . .
Even the Russians should not be written off. Many
of them are at heart more Russian patriots and
human beings than Communist robots."

Another signHi'clant point made by this book:
Conta'inment po:liicy has taken for gr,anted that So
viet Russia is a st'ate like any other standard state,
wirth fixed frontiers to he kept from expanding.
The policy crumbles as we ask how we ean "con
tain" something as amorphous, as borderles:s, as
world Communism.



"It is true (Burnha:m s'ays) that in one perspec
tive the Soviet Union ean be understood as a na
tion in the traditional sense, with a national gov
ernment that slits in the Krelmlin. This is how
Kennan and his colleagues understand it.... In
another perspective, which has remained up to now
outside the range of Kennan and his colile,agues,
the Soviet Union is not a nation, state or govern
ment in any conventional meaning, but the m'ain
base of an unprecedented enterprise which fuses
the c'haracteriistics of a secular reHg,ion, a new
kind of army, and a world conspiracy."

In other words, while the Kremlin's lines of
power cut deep into our world, we have chosen to
stop our lines of power at the Iron Curtains. Since
a nation'ls foreign policy is of necessity rel'ated to
that of its opponent, Burnham might with profit
have explored this condition further. He might
have pointed out that in Moscow there never has
been and there never can· be any soul-isearching as
to the re\lative values of containment and libera
tion. B'ad the Kremlin been content merely to "con
tain" the non-Soviet wor,ld, iit could have settled on
that basis any time, with the certainty that we
would not only receive the news in joy but would
eagerly pay for it with trade, loans and good will.

But the Sov,iet policy toward us has always been
one of "liberation." The Communists are dedicated
to liberating us from the shackles of capitalisim,
the yoke of religion~ the burdens of freedom. Only
an equivalent dedication on our part towards them
can hope to meet that challenge.

EUGENE LYONS

Lest We Forget
The Buffalo Wallow, by Charles Tenney Jackson.

Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill Company. $3.00

To those of us old enough to remember the America
That Was, this book: is a delight. To younger read
ers it wHI open a door to the past. The author says
that the idea of going back to boyhood days comes
to any man when he gets 'along in years. Since I
am an octogenarian I know that to be true. Like
Chick, who tells the story in this hook, I too lived
in the early eighties on the Western fringe of set
tlement. Just beyond us was the region our geog
raphies called the Great American Desert, then
vanishing into yesterday's seven thousand years.
My brotbe'rs 'and I saw it go. We watched hundr'eds
of covered wagons on their Western trek which
were destined to wipe out that desert. "Movers" we
called these poverty-stricken migrants; the driver
was usually lank and (bearded, his wife bedraggled
and poke-bonneted. Who could have guessed that
this ,man and woman-multiplied by a million
others-were to change the face of the West and
create a dozen new states?

It is of such people that Mr. Jackson writes. His

book ought to be widely read, not only because the
story he tells is interestiRg and exciting- but be
cause in it he recaptures so much of the quality of
that simple America 'which has gone forever. As
you read you can feel its freedom, its sense of space,
as well as its hopefulness and self-reliance.

My father ,brought his family of boys to the
Southwest from England in 1881. Our locale: was
several hundred miles from Mr. Jackson's Nebraska
prairie country, but pioneering on the frontier in
all districts had the same essential characteristics,
though with variations. We lived in a log house
with a wide gallery running through it. Chick
lived in a "soddy." We raised cotton as well as
corn. But all of us made our own soap by leaching
wood ashes. We hunted and fished and rode horse
back to gather and brand our stock.

The one great difference bet'ween our life and
Chick'swas that we were exposed to books and
schooling, 'whereas Chick was not. In my father's
library were the works of Scott, Dickens, Thack
eray, IGeorge Eliot, and the great poets. In Chick1s
home there was only one book, the Bible, and it
was kept locked up in a trunk lest the boys get it
dirty. Chick was a child of nature, 'and his educa
tion was confined to observation of the slnall sec
tion around the ranch. But what he knew was in
timately his. He had never seen a hill or a river,
and he did not believe the world was round, but he
had observed closely the habits of animals and the
annual rebirth of life in the natural world to which
he was so near.

The pioneer aspects of our environment forced
us to a more individual life than a boy now knows.
Chick and his cousin made their own game'S. A
buffalo wallow could become for them a castle of
enchantment.

"What we had is lost forever," Mr. Jackson
writes. "Television, radio, talking pictures, comics,
daily papers, all advisin' us what to do. We live :in
the Age of Advice. How to act, how to eat, how to
look-oil on your hair and shiny white teeth-all
as advertised. Editors, columnists, commentators
-everybody telling everybody else what to do.
Dammit! ... We had freedom of a sort that a boy
today couldn't find anywhere."

Weare in danger of losing the valuable! con
tinuity of history that a nation needs. This gener'a
tion is not so much scornful of pioneer days as
ignorant and indifferent. We drift away from our
heritage of freedom and sellf-reliance with no re
gret. I am not arguing that Chick's world was a
better one. What I ,am trying to say is that we
have divorced ourselves too completely from our
past. We derive from it. Yet if it has any lessons
to teach us we do not want to know what they are.

Mr. Jackson tells his story with humor and charm
and understanding. I know of no more enjoyable
way to come to some comprehension of our pioneer
days than :to read The Buffalo Wallow.

WILLIAM MAC LEOD RAINE
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Great-Grandpa's Novel
The White Rose of Memphis, by Col. William C.

Falkner. New York: Goley Taylor and the Bond
Wheelwright Company. $5.00

The immediate success of this best-selling novel by
William Faulkner's great-grandfather was partly
owing to its thinly disguised autobiographical
character. At the time of its publication in 1880
Colonel Falkner, the hero of William Faulkner's
Sartoris, was a prominent citizen. He had raised
and led 'a regiment in the Civil War; he owned and
operated a twelve hundred acre plantation, a dozen
small farms, a grist mill, a cotton mill, and a law
office ; and he ran a railroad which he had built. He
had founded Stonewall College and erected churches
and schoolhouses. But thirty years before he had
been the defendant in a murder trial. Acquitted on
the plea of self-defense, he was attacked by the
dead man's brother and in the resulting street fight
killed an assailant. He was tried again, and again
acquitted. In his novel two falsely accused people
struggle to disentangle the web in which they are
entrapped.

But the Colonel was not content to compose a
mere murder mystery. He planned a novel of major
scope. The White Rose was a steamer making its
maiden trip from Memphis to New Orleans. In
saloons symbolically decorated with murals depict
ing scenes from Mazeppa, The Siege of Troy, and
Gulliver's Travels, it entertained the passengers
with a masquerade ball, whoseparticipaIl:.ts repre
sented the Queen of Scots, Ivanhoe, Henry of Na
varre, Don Quixote, Ingomar, Napoleon and so
forth. The masquers remained in costume through
out the ,trip. They chose the Queen of Scots to pre
side ove'r, their Decameron-like entertainments and
she commanded Ingomar to spin a yarn.

He tells a story of three orphaned children who
set out to walk to Memphis two hundred miles
away. (Colonel Falkner himself, on the death of
his father, walked from Tennessee to Mississippi
to make his home with an uncle and, arriving at
dusk, found his relative in jail accused of murder.)
The brief tale of the ehildren'swanderings is a
Paul-and-Virginia idyll sharpened by the real
dangers of a primitive countryside, snakes, scala
wags, and buHies. As they grow older and the com
plications of life in the turbulent Reconstruction
South gather around the'm, the novel takes on a
Dickensian flavor; the true course of their several
loves is villainously thwarted by as ,many plots and
subplots as Dickens himself could invent. Ingomar's
tale is interrupted at suitable intervals by the
Queen and a Love's Labour's Lost sort of badi
nage ,ensues !between themasquers who, however,
gradually realize that a violent denouement of the
story may take place on the ,boat.

In his interesting foreword Robert Cantwell sug
gests that Colonel Falkner intended, through the
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symboHcal masquerade, to contrast the chivlalrous
notions deorived from :8'cott with the harsh realities
of actual life. I think he did more. His leading
characters started out with ideals drawn from
poetry and religion. Though they encountered
cruelty and deceit and were entrapped in a morass
of false accusations, they kept their ideals high.
As William Faulkner in his Nobel speech affirmed
the values of individual probity in our troubled
world, so his gre'at-grandfather affirmed them in
the Reconstruction Era. His great design is exe
cuted with passion, gusto, sympathetic comprehen
sion of 'character, and an exuberant love of dialect
equal to Mark T'wain's, but with little of the art
that lifts a book into literature. The novel shows
its period in an unexpected light. Its heroine is a
modern Portia, and it attacks the obfuscations of
the law, greed, and poverty :with tremendous fervor.

ALICE BEAL PARSONS

Perceptive and Exciting
I and My True Love, by Helen MacInnes. New

York: Harcourt, Brace and Company. $3.50

For suspense and dramatic excitement Helen
MacInnes' new novel is not likely to have any sub
stantial 'competitors this season. The plot starts
unwinding ominously straight off in the very first
paragraph and never lets up unHI the last brief
concluding sentence. In between you don't know
how anything is going to turn out, you breath
lessly keep ,wanting to know, and you are only
entirely sure when you have reached those finall six
words.The~ story concerns Sylvia Pleydell, the
beautiful wife of a high government official (gtate
Department implied), and her love for Jan Brovic,
a Czech diplomat, whom she knew during the! war,
tried to forget when he ,returned to his native land,
and who suddenly reappears in postw'ar Washing
ton. The trouble! is that he comes back as the rep
resenta,tive of a Communist 'government. She does
see him again, of course, and is soon caught up in
a secret far more dange-rous than she could have
anticipated-that he connived his return in order
to make a break for freedom and is ,meantime
awaiting only the' escape of his family through the
Iron Curtain. On that depends the future of their
happiness, their love. But there are undreamed':'of
o'bstac'les and complications: 'a trade agreement
between the United States and Czechoslovakia, the
jealousy of a sinister husband, spying friends
whose interest runs deeper than gossip. The setting
itself be'comes part of the plot, the Washington of
diplomats and career officers and Clivi!' servant~
of liberlals and mushheads and fools. Miss MacInnes
has handled the latter with particular a'cuteness,
and pointed up their t'wisted thinking and fuzzy
characters with devastating skill. To combine such
political perception with so superb a gift for story
teHing is rare indeed. F. 'N.
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Quartet of Revivals
The outlook of the theater appeared mighty gloonlY
until a month or so ago. Then along came four re
vivals which wiped the glum look off the faces of
managers and theatergoers alike. It was a pleasing
sight ,to see a New York 'audience remaining seated
to applaud wildly until the house lights came on;
this happened the' night I attended On Borrowed
Time at the Forty-Eighth Street Theater. T:wo
weeks later, alt an afternoon performance of Porgy
and Bess (Ziegfeld Theater), I heard the ringing
cries of "Bravo I" in a packed house. Such high
spirited demonstrations have been absent for too
long from most of the Broadway theaters.

The present version of George Gershwin's Porgy
and Bess is the fifth to reach New York since it
was first produced in 1935. It is the best to date,
and is nearer to ,Gershwin's original conception of
the piece ,as ,an opera. For its sheer tunefulness,
and its turbulent, evocative rhythms, the Gersh
win score isa joy to listen to. The voices rendering
the familiar lyrics and inspired score are exceHent.
In fact, it is very difficult to choose which of the
singers or songs one likes bes,t-Helen Colbert's
moving rendition of "Summertime," Leontyne
Price and Leslie Scott in their spirited duet "Bess,
You Is My Woman Now," or Helen Thigpen's
touching arioso "My Man's Gone Now." In the lead
roles Miss Price and Mr. Scott a'Cted as convinc
ingly as they sang. A word of praise should also
go to Cab Calloway's Sportin' Life and to vVolf
gang Roth's effective backdrop for rbhe tragic story
of Porgy. His setting of Catfish Row manages to
convey the warmth, as !well as the squalor in the
lives of Porgy's nei'ghbors as they live from day
break to sunset on the raw edge of their emotions.

But I have a question to ask of the Blevins Davis
Robert Breen production. Gouldn"t it be lusty with
out being so 1'avrish? There are times, for instance,
when 'the ,first act seems overdirected; it is clut
tered and noisy. Too many faces peer out from too
many windows, and too many 'people are rushing
around in the street below. 'This, along with the
stresses laid on the explosive nature of the dwellers
of Catfish Row, both in the music as well as in the
action on stage, 'Can eventually leave a spectator
exhausted.

On Borrowed Time by Paul Osborn is another
stage offering that originally brightened our
theater-going back in the thirties. It remains, today,
a genial, homespun, but unsentimental little comedy
which laughs at dearth ;while making unobtrusive
wry 'comments on the living. Gramps, as played by
Victor Moore, who keeps Mr. Brink (Death) up in
a tree whHe he figures out 'away to look after his

young grandson, Pud, is more lovable than the late
Dudley Digges in the original interpretation of the
role. Victor Moore's lighter touch seems better
suited to sustain the central wistful mood of the
play. One feels that he is only making ,believe that
he is an orne'ry'blasphemous oldman" and I prefer
this to Digges' former choleric portraiture. Mr.
Moore is ahly assisted by Beulah Bondi as Granny,
Leo G. Carroll (!who has the lugubrious task of
sitting out most of the performance in the tre'e),
and a fine cast of supporting actors.

In 1950 the only modern works by foreign au
thors being played in any of Moscow's twenty-five
theaters were The Little Foxes and Another Part
of the Forest. But long before Lillian Hellman
started providing "dire pictures of the behavior of
rich, corrupt American families" for Sovie't audi
ences, The Children's Hour had firmly established
her in this country as a serious dramatist. It was a
chilling theater piece' eighteen years ago, and,
viewed now at the Coronet Theater, it still has a
sickly fascination. Miss I-Iellman's expository di
recting, however, has taken some of the conflict
out of her drama. In the original presentation the
two head mistresses were the victims of a slander
ous lie' spread by a pupil in their girls' school; it
was clear to the audience that they were innocent.
But in the new version Martha Dobie, as portrayed
by Patricia Neal, is a psychotic young woman who,
from the' moment the curtain rises, suggests in her
warlk, herges1tures, that she has abnormal tend
eneies; she belongs on the moors; she should not
be running a school for girls, and we are not sure
that she is altogether innocent. Kim Hunter plays
her role equally unsubtly. This confusion of the
main issue deadens the impact of the whispering
campaign, and to some extent at least de8troys ou-r
sy'mpathy. Iris Mann, as the monstrous child, gives
a strikingly nasty performance.

It is a far cry from Miss Hellman's olinical melo
drama to Mr. Shaw's enchanting conve'fs'ation
piece, Misalliance (Barrymore Theater), one of his
obscurer works, and among the currently popular
revivals on Broadway. It pokes the usual fun at
the British institutions of marriage, family, poli
tics. Shaw takes a Iwealthy middle-aged under,wear
manufacturer and his family, and shows what
riotous complications can develop when the daugh
ter wishes to marry into the 'arisltocracy.Most of
the company, which includes Roddy Ma1cDoweH,
Tamara Geva, and Dorothy Sands, were wise to
follow Barry Jones' expert model of Mr. Tarleton
and read Shaw's bantering lines with tongue in
cheek.

The only sour note to be interposed concerning
this sudden upward swing is that none of these
plays is new. However, we muslt not compI'ain too
much, so long as the theater continues to offer en
tertainment of as high a level as the present batch
of revivals. RICHARD MC LAUGHLIN
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SOCIETY
AND SANITY

by F. J. Sheed

11~ MU_SI_Cl'__11

$3.00 at any bookstore
For more a'bou1t this book see Sheed &
Ward's OWN TRUMPET sent free and
postpaid o,n reques,t to Lincoln MacGill,

terials of the soap-jealousy, adul
tery, ambirtion, crime, accident, sick
ness, children, in-i'a,ws-are the very
staple from which sounder things
are wrought and great plays written.

Actually and surprisingly, the
soap is subst'anti,aHy the most realis
tic body of writing in any of the
mass media today. It is cente'red in
the realism of the family, and
grounded in the actuality of daily
living. Over the years it has shown
as keen a response' to all the lesser
social uphe,av1als of the day as Holly
wood or the news magazines. It has
incorporated all the periodic public
causes, the problem of adoption of
children, juvenile delinquency, the
dislocations of war.

What makes a sane man tear his
hair therefore in listening to the
soap is not the troubles, but the long
and dre,ary discourse they become.
I t is the essence of telling 'a tale' to
make a' point, bring it to some head,
and keep moving. It is the essence
of the' soap to do the opposi,te. For
tradition has it that nothing really
new is to happen in a soap opera
over a period of three days, the rea
soning being that a woman, working
in the house, catches only half of
each program and listens only one
third of each week.

The heroine, Mrs. Brown, for in
stance, is trying to break up the
marriage of her son John to Janice,
because J aniee' is trying to get John
to adopt a son, since she can not
have one of her own. There is a
genuinely dramatic theme. But here
is the way it works in soap: Mrs.
Brown talks to son John, Janice
hears of it and talks to Mrs. Brown,
John talks to Dr. Carter, Dr. Carter
talks to Janice, Mrs. Brown meets
Dr. Carter at a party and talks to
him, Uncle Bill hears about it at the
party and talks to Janice, Janice
goes back again to Mrs. Brown,
Uncle Bin tells the problem to Aunt
Ellen, who goes to Mrs. Brown. No
one has said anything new, but each
has said it in character.

The' only way for a man to listen
is in the way women are assumed
to: only one half of each program
and only a third of each week, and
keep moving fast about the house,
making the thing as haphazard as
possible. Shave, drive nails into the
furniture, fix the vacuum cleaner, go
out and seed the lawn. And then the
soap wHI seem a tale that moves.

ALEXANDER MARSHACK

tarist is a le'an, fiery-eyed feHow
who tosses his head and shouts
"Ole." When we first saw Mr. Se
govia on the stage of New York's
Town HaH, we were therefore sur
prised to discover him to be a portly,
bespectacled gentleman, who looked
more like a benevolent owl than a
Spanish serenader and somewhat
self-consciously held a medium
sized guitar in his right hand.

It was this same guitar that
started Segovia on his unique' road
to fame. He spotted it one day in
Granada in the dusty shop of a lu
thier named Manuel Ramirez, and
became fascinated by the delicate,
sensitive sounds he could evoke from
it. Immediately, he gave up his
piano studies and a year later-aged
fourteen-Segovia astonished the
aficionados of classical music by giv
ing a guitar concert in Madrid's
august Ateneo, featuring the music
of Bach, Scarlatti, Haydn, Paganini.

Segovia uses music which the old
masters composed for the lute, or
transcribes scores of Bach and Scar
latti. But the increasing importance
of theguitar has been realized by
contemporary composers, and such
men as Castelnuovo-Tedesco, Haug,
and Albeniz have written special
pieces for this instrument. And the
Brazilian, Heitor Villa-Lobos, is do
ing a concerto for guitar and or
chestra which will have its premiere
at the Queen's coronation. The pub
lic, too, seems. to go for the classical
guitar. Segovia's four records for
Decca-Gold Label (Numbers 8022,
9633, 9638 and 9647) have' made
him one of the five top recording
artists of that series.

SERGE FLIEGERS

If the Western and science fiction
are the fables of male adventure
and derring-do, radio soap opera is
the fable' of A,mer,ican women. And
there is no writing or drama in the
world today that tries so hard not
to he' literature.

Sophisticated listeners derisively
total up the mise'ries of the heroines
of soap--lthose eternally unhappy;
women-just as, with a laugh, light
minded playgoers keep score on the
corpses in Shakespe'are. It may be a
little late at this rounding of an era
in radio to point out that the ma-

II__R_A_D_IO II

New York 3SH\EE'D & WARD

Break your country's law
and you land in jail, brea,k the law of
gr,avity and you land hard, break the I'aws
of yo'ur o,wn !naturea,nd you land in
chaos-and haven't we? F'or information
helpful i'n gettingou't, read

O:n Man: his na,ture, aims, and ends; and
the pr!inciplestha,t should govern him in
Marria,ge, ,t'he Family, Society a,nd the
State. 'N,ot a blueprint for a perfect
s'ociety, but essen,tial i,nfo,rmation fo,r any
one thinking of making one or evaluating
anyone else's.

When the !Greeks first developed
their kithara, precursor of our gui
tar, they me'ant it to produce "music
that will please the ears of a god."
Since then, the kithara has become
obsolete and our present-day guitar
is mainly used to please the ears of
a co~boy or the jazzed-up tastes of
Eddie Condon's customers in Green
wich Village. It was refreshing to
discover that this relatively simple
instrument is lalso capable of repro
ducing the delicate and sophisticated
music of Johann Sebastian Bach or
Domenico Scarlatti. It is doing this
so well, in fact, that ilt is fast com
peting with the piano and the harpsi"
chord asa favorite of salons musi
caux and concert halls from Brussels
to Buenos Aires.

!The man responsible for the clas
sical coming of age of the guitar is
a Spaniard named Andres Segovia,
now on a concert tour of this coun
try. Together with the popular mis
conceptions about the guitar, we
shared the idea that a 8pani'sh gui-
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Government by the Insane
By Edw:ard IIunter

In this acute analysis the author of Brain-W-ashing in Red China
shows that it is clinical madness, not mere fanaticism, we must
recognize and oppose in the Communist leaders and their adherents.

Changing the Labor Law
By :L,eo Wolman

A clear-cut examination of the basic inadequacies of the Taft-Hartley
Act and a few sharply drawn suggestions for a revision that will
be genuinely effective.

Is Your Child aD Isolate?
By Burton Rascoe

In this detailed survey Mr. Rascoe Sh

1
""TS how the minds of children

in our public schools are b.eing '~'cond·tioned" for future citizenship
under world government.

Consumers Union: A Red Front
By Larston D. Farrar

A highly informative article describing how an effective Communist
front, under the guise of protecting the consumer, conducts a war
upon the American economy.

Reprints are available at the following
rates: single copies, 10c; 100 copies $5.00;
1.,000 copies., $40.00; 10.,000 copies., $250.

Add,ress y,o,urOrders to THE FREEMAN, 240 Madis,on Ave., New York 16, N. Y.



a remarkable new

bacteriostat to make

soap do more for you

A year ago, Monsanto nlade science news with
announcement of the first synthetic
soil conditioner ... Krilium.

Today's Monsanto news is Actamer, the Monsanto
trade name for 2,2 I -thiobis (4,6-dichlorophenol).
Writers for scientific and general publications,
who have seen preview demonstration of this new
bacteriostat, predict it will be as revolutionary in the
field of soaps and other cosmetic products as
Krilium has proved to be in conditioning soil.

Actamer can be used as an ingredient in soaps,
shampoos and other cleansing or cosmetic agents
to curb body odors and with indicated properties
in clearing up many types of minor skin disorders
and complexion difficulties. Even a small percentage
of Actamer in a bar of soap controls bacteria
commonly responsible for such conditions.

Its remarkable ability to cling to the skin and
maintain its protective action has been shown in a
series of laboratory tests which produced a
97.4 per cent reduction in resident skin bacteria
over a 12-day period.

Monsanto invites inquiries on Actamer from
manufacturers of soaps, shampoos, shaving
creams, lotions and other cosmetics.

MONSANTO CHEMICAL COMPANY,
Organic Chemicals Division,
1700 South Second Street, St. Louis 4, l\1issouri.
Monsanto Canada Limited, Montreal, Vancouver.

*Trade·mark

SERVING INDUSTRY ••. WHICH SERVES MANKIND
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